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Editors
Of 83-8- 4 Voice
BY BARRY S. EISENBERG
The Publications Committee an-
nounced late Tuesday that Junior
Thomai Hetrick and Sophomore
Paul Miller have been appointed as
co-edito- rs of The Wooster Voice for
the 1983-8- 4 academic year.
Publications Committee Chair-
man Dr. Glenn R. Bucher in a
public statement said of Hetrick
and Miller: "The academic and
personal qualities they bring to the
editorship are ones which insure
that the Voice will continue --to be
read."
"Paul and Tom are men of cour-
age whose talents, combined with
those of the non-graduati- ng mem-
bers of the staff , are certain to
provide - Wooster with a quality
publication rarely to be seen
again," Timothy E. Spence, cur-
rent editor of the Voice said.
Hetrick, a member of the tennis
team. Is a philosophy major. Mill-
er, who is an English major, enjoys
piano and biking. Miller is current-
ly studying in Israel.
Other applicants for the editor's
position included Jack R. Jones,
Garth Katner and Martha Lowry
who applied as a troika; Daniel J.
SikorsU, a frequent columnist for
the Voice: and Michael J. Velofta
ffreshman member of the newspa- -
Wooster'Students
Rally In D.C.
BY KAREN SAPIO
Three members of Westminster
Peacemakers, along with others
from the Wooster community, trav-
eled to Washington, D.C on March
T and 8 to attend the National
Citixen's Lobby for Nuclear
Freeze. -Weapons - -
The lobby was designed to allow
peace organisations from around
the country to meet with their
legislators in Washington to eneour--
rage them to support the Freeze
resolution currently m ue Bouse ox
Representatives, The two days also
Included information sessions, indi-- -
dividual state caucuses, workshops,
and a rally in front of the Capitol
Building.
The Wooster coalition joined the
rally at the Capitol at which many
speakers, including Sen. Edward
Kennedy, Sen. Alan Cranston and
Congressman Marker r-- addressed
the issues of the nuclear arms race
and the proposed Freeze Resolu-
tion.
.
Wooster Senior Ifargot Watson
and Mark Wendrof. associate pas-
tor at Westminster Presbyterian
Church, met with Representative
Ralph Regula in his Washington
office. Along with other constitu-
ents they encourage Regula to sup-
port the Freeze Resolution (HJR-13- ),
and presented him with proxy
forms collected on campus and in
town the week before. ' - -
jo--,--- -
Thomas Hetrick
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Named
Czech Prof
Gives Talk
On Religion
By TIMOTHY E. SPENCE
Declaring that Czechoslovakians
"must confront Marxists and Com-
munists" to defend the significance
of Christianity in their homeland.
Professor Milan- - Opocensky of
Prague University also, said- - that
Marxism can benefit religion.
Speaking yesterday morning to
religion students. Opocensky. a pro-
fessor of social ethics, called the
establishment of the communist
regime in 1848 "a turning point in
Czechoslovakian history, at least
for the state church."
When the communists took power
in Czechoslovakia, "they put an the
churches on the same foot. Before,
under the liberal bourgeoise, Ro-
man Catholics had power. - and
Protestants were literally second-cla- ss
citizens," Opocensky said.
In the past. Czechoslovakia fluc-
tuated between Roman Catholicism
and - Protestantism -
Today, of the 50 million Czechs,
Opocensky estimates that 5040 per-
cent "still have a relationship with
the church."
Nonetheless, "It takes courage to
say, 'I am a. Christian.' It is
--difficult for yourself and your fami-
ly."
While Opocensky does not "buy
the present Marxist atheism" in
Czechoslovakia, he praises the
communist government for pre-
serving the national churches, and
for paying state ministers.
V " '.tJ:
Howie Ryder. IV (r) President of the Delt's pledge class, and
freshman Mike Sarago discuss the future of Fifth Section, which lost
its charter last quarter as a result of alleged initiation abuses. ,
Science Is
With Historic
BY CHRIS LOSE
Convocation last Wednesday
presented a unique opportunity to
observe the humorous and human
aspect of a force in our modern
world often given an almost divine
regard, science.
. Dr. Foil Miller of the University
of Pittsburgh, a very respected
chemist (Phd. John Hopkins '42)
brought his hobby of collecting
stories of the people and unique
events of the scientific world,
presenting them with a wry humor
and personal warmth that was the
first step in communicating the
essentially human aspect of sci-
ence, v ,
Dr. Mfller disclaimed the notion
that the progress of science was
smooth, but likened it to a tide,
spreading out over a tidal plain,
with many, currents running dry or
being diverted, but the main one
pushing on. "There were directions
.of scientific research that were
wrong or misleading. he stated,
and proceeded to give many Illus
together to present Africa as they
see it," said committee chairman
Kimani Kabogo.
"We have invited guests to ad-
dress certain topics. Each guest
win give a 50 minute speech, and
there wm be 15 to 20 minute
questionanswer session," Kabogo
said.
"AU the people that have been
invited are prominent international
figures related to the topics or the
questions we plan to debate," said
co-chairm- an Gary Adklns. '
Africa Week Begins Sunday
BY PHIL UNDSRCUFFLER
This Sunday marks the beginning
of Africa Week at The College of
Wooster which will feature events
and lectures throughout next week-Afric- a
Week "is an annual event
initiated three years ago by Black
students on campus intended to
address issues primarily pertinent
to the continent of Africa," accord-- ,
ing to the Symposium Planning
Committee.
"The program is a creation of
African --students .who have come
Initiation Committee Yotes
To Suspend Delt Charter
,
1
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Fallacies
trations.
The first was the saga of the N-Ra-ys,
"discovered" by Dr. Blondlot
at the University of Nancy in 1803.
This was supposedly the discovery
of a new type of radiation that
could be conducted by metals, help
improve vision, and whose spec-
trum was produced by an alumi-
num prism. In fact, anesthesia was
used to bring the rays out of plants,
tuning forks, corpses and metals.
The one problem with N-Ra- ys waa
that, seemingly, "Only Frenchmen
eould produce them." Robert
Wood, an American physicist, when
he removed the prism from the
experiment produced the same re-
sults.
Blondlot never admitted his er-
ror.
The next great discovery that
didn't quite make it was that of
Mitogenetic ' Rays, discovered by
Dr. Gurwitsch in the USSR in 1123.
Experiments with onions seemed to
Continued en Page 13
The theme of the Symposium,
Africa: Towards the 21st Century,
comes from the need to "address
the kinds of problems of Africa in a
futuristic approach." said Kabogo.
"Events imfnMing in South Africa
are going to determine the direc-
tion in which Africa is going to go."
.The Symposium wOl attempt to
determine trends in the future from
current social, political and eco-
nomic, developments in South Afri--
.
,
CjBntjnned on f$& l?i
Delts Pledge
To Remain '
United: Ryder
BY THOMAS PETH and
TIMOTHY E. SPENCE
Following confidential findings of
alleged pledging violations, the Col--
lege's Initiation Committee an-
nounced last Tues., March 15 that
the Phi Delta Sigma section had
"violated the preseat initiation
guidelines," Associate Dean of Stu-
dents Rick Swegan said. Baaed
upon the allegations, the Commit-
tee, chaired by psychology profes- -
.
sor Gordon Collins, voted to revoke
the Delt charter until September
1885.
The infractions, Ihe nature of
which were kept -- secret by the
Committee', stemmed from sources --
who were familiar with Delt hating
practices during the Winter Quar-
ter, WUUaaa Laviaay-e- - member of-t- he
Initiation Committee said.
Additionally, the identities of the
sources are being kept confidential --
by the Committee.
According to Thomas A' Van
Cleef, student members of the Ini-
tiation Committee, "The Commit- - '
tee based its decision to suspend
the Fifth Section charter on a.
variety of verifiable Incidents :
based on violations of the guide- -'
lines." ' "
Professor of Biology James Per-- .,
ley. who caned for changes in
initiation practices at a - faculty
meeting last June, confirmed Vandeefs remarks. "We had evidence
that there were clear and consist
est violations of the guidelines,"
perleyaald. .
In spite of the allegations by the'
Initiation Committee. Howie Ryder, '
IV, President of the Delfs pledge
class.' denies the accusations made
by the Committee. According to ;
Ryder. They are accusing us of
things that never even happened. If
they are going to accuse us, they
should have presented us with an '
example of what we did wrong, or
what was done to us."
David M. Rinella. a senior mem-Continu- ed
en Page 5
National Outlook
i Unemployed workers Making I J fKe should have sharply " 1improved chances of returning ' I
to work. The moat dramatic improvement 1 ""
1 is enpected lo occur In thoaa sectors f
.1 which war hardest hH during me ,
--
. recession conalructton J
and manufacturing ot f
1 durabta goods. V
A national survey of employment
opportunities and related articles
and information appear on Page T
of today's Voice. : .
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A Double Standard:
The Nicaraguan Case
There's nothing unusual about the fact that the United States is
being east as the aggressor in Nicaragua's latest bout with internal
dissent. For America is the victim of a double-standar- d, one most
often imposed by its own guilt-ridde- n bureaucrats and intellectuals.
When America sent troops to Vietnam, she was imperialistic.
When domestic and military aid was given to an embattled El
Salvador. America was capitalistic and greedy, eager only to save its
economic interests. And when Israel liberated itself and Lebanon
from Palestinian terrorists. America was the murderer who had
condoned its ally's actions.
Now the U.S. is the evil giant who covertly supports foreign
incursions into innocent Nicaragua. Be that as it may, the U.S. is
only giving Nicaragua and its repressive, leftist Sandinista junta a
taste of its own medicine. For four years, ever since the Cuban-Sovi- et
sanctioned Junta deposed the authoritarian Somoza regime,
Nicaragua has proudly fanned the flames of terrorism and revolt in
El Salvador. The Junta has made no secret of the fact that it has
fostered insurrection in El Salvador by serving as a supplier of
Soviet weapons and young revolutionaries. With such history behind
it, Victor Hugo Tinoco. Nicaragua's Deputy Foreign Minister, had
the gall to chastise the U.S. for allegedly supporting anti-Sandin- ist
forces.
America's intellectual establishment, led on by editorials in The
Washington Post and The New York Times, applauded Mr. Tinoco.
They argued that with its nands stained with blood from its
incursions around the world, America has no business in Nicaragua.
Voila the double standard. Cuban and Soviet supported involve-
ment by Nicaragua to overthrow a democratically elected, reform
oriented government in El Salvador is liberation of oppressed
masses. U.S. support of Nicaraguans who are fighting a self-appoint- ed,
repressive regime in their own country is, as The New
York Times says, "bad war" and "bad law." In short, Yankee
Imperialism.
If the Reagan Administration has in fact sanctioned U.S. aid to
the Nicaraguans who oppose the Managua-base- d Sandinistas, it is a
good thing. For once the Soviet Union and its proxies deserve a taste
of their own medicine. Even more, the Administration ought to
launch a crusade to make public the atrocities which U.N. and other
observers have reported in Nicaragua since the Sandinistas tole
power.
For too long America has been the victim of a double-standar- d,
and it is high time that she teach the victimizers a lesson.
Timothy E. Spence
Hail to the New Chiefs
In recent years there has always been an element of excitement
and curiosity when it comes time to name a new Voice editor. The
plethora of recent questions and conjectures at lunch and dinner
table conversation made this year's election process no different.
Students, faculty and parents all wonder if past dissatisfactions
will be remedied, or whether the editorial viewpoint will be
satisfying. Yet few ever give consideration to the underlying life of
the editor.
The total transformation of the meek life of a student to one in
which escape from responsibilities is impossible, and where academ-
ic and social life become trivialities is at times fun. more often
horrifying. With duty always at the editor's heels, the newspaper is
the center of life. Weekends and breaks are entangled with business,
and twenty-hou- r days become old-h- at
But the experience is unique: headaches, ulcers, and little or no
compensation are overshadowed by the experience, and the taste of
life which lies beyond the Heavenly City. Damn the critics. The
editor and staff must rest content that only they, among so many,
are able to contend with the hardships and pleasures.
Congratulations, and best of hick next year Hetrick and Miller.
Timothy E. Spence
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Delts Contest Charter Revocation
Actives Plead
Their Case
Dear Editor:
Recently, a hell week committee,
comprised of three faculty mem-
bers and two privileged section
members, decided unanimously to
revoke the charter of Phi Delta
Sigma until 1985.
This drastic action was taken for
alleged pledging violation. Unfor
tunately, before they reached their
righteous decision, no trial took
place nor was Phi Delta Sigma
allowed to refute these charges.
Phi Delta Sigma was never in-
formed of the specific charges or
where or from whom they came.
we the members of Phi Delta
Sigma feel that these allegation--
s were rooted in heresay ana ru
mors. Never were we snown nor
informed of specific violations and
proof of these violations, but the
committee merely justified its deci-
sion on so-call- ed consistent rumors.
It seems to us that somewhere in
this little Utopian society we the
accused should have some rights.
Not only have our rights as guaran-
teed by the Constitution of the
United States been violated, but
also our God-give- n rights as human
beings. This irresponsible decision
clearly reflects a major flaw in ourjudicial system. Instead of uphold-
ing the principal of innocent until
proven guilty, we have been found
guilty of charges, unable to answer
to them, since wr have no idea of
what they are. What type of judi
cial system accuses a victim of a
crime, does not Inform him of the
charges, does not allow him to
answer to these chargs and defend
himself, and then sentences him for
this unknown crime?
The answer lies in dictatorships,
where human rights are constantly
violated. Such systems flourish in
communist Russia and its "pup-
pet" Eastern Bloc countries, Latin
America, and now, apparently at
Wooster.
It seems quite obvious that the
committee went out of its way to
make an example of Phi Delta
Sigma. It seems quite ironic that it
has come to our attention that
other sections were involved in
illegal activities but that the com-
mittee either never heard them or
never bothered to pursue the issue
as they did in our case. It also
seems terribly ironic that a section
member of the committee voted to
revoke our charter, while in that
same night. Beta pledges were seen
running over to bis section three at
a time, "20 minutes apart. This
hypocrisy both destroys the credi-
bility of the committee, and at the
same time, reflects upon the faults
of Wooster's Judicial system.
This now seems quite irrelevant
since the matter is presently out of
our hands. We have been convicted
and sentenced without the benefit
of a trial but now who actually
bears the brunt of the sentence?
Not us the accused but the new
members of Phi Delta Sigma. Very
few of the present members of the
fraternity will be back next year,
thus the revocation of the charter
does not 'affect the present mem-
bers (supposed violators) nearly as
much as it does the new members.
Since they were pledges during the
time the alleged violations took
place, it is impossible for them to
have violated any rules themselves.
The committee informed the new
members that in. the. eyes of the
administration they are not mem-
bers of Phi Delta Sigma. Yet they
further informed them that no
more than eight of them would be
allowed to live in the same build-
ing. Since they are not members of
Phi Delta Sigma why are they
being blatantly discriminated
against? They should be treated as
any other member of the College
Community is treated. We, the
present members of Phi Delta Sig-
ma, feel this decision is a direct
slap in our face, since we feel we
have gone out of our way to be-
come a more involved and respect-
able social organisation on campus.
We feel this is evident not only by
the size of our pledge class but also
through the positive feedback we
have felt and experienced from the
campus community in the last two
years.
We further feel that the decision
was prejudice toward Phi Delta Sig-
ma and that certain members of
this committee hold personal and
unjust vendenta against fraternities
as a whole. For some reason the
members of this committee have
subjected members of the campus
community to a life hat they be-
lieve is right We feel that fraterni-
ty life is an integral and irreplacea-
ble part of campus life. To take it
away descrates the credibility that
the College of Wooster once had as
a liberal arts institution.
The Men of
Phi Delta Sigma
Pellegrino Asks
For Justice
Dear Editor:
I am writing this letter in re-
sponse to a March 15 meeting
between several members of Phi
Delta Sigma and the .Initiation
Week Committee. At that meeting
we were informed that due to
alleged initiation week guideline
violation the Phi Dels Sigma chart-er'wou- ld
be revoked until fall 1885.
This letter is not intended as a call
for sympathy from students and'
faculty. It is intended to point out
the serious shortcomings of the new
initiation week system. .
Under the new system a commit-
tee was established to monitor all
initiation activities. This committee
has been given the power to "Sus-
pend or revoke, by majority vote of
the committees, the charger of a
section or club ..." for any viola-
tions or suspected violations of the
new guidelines. In the case of Phi
Delta Sigma, we at no time prior to
or during the March 15 meeting
were given a chance to respond to
any allegations against us. To this
day we have not been informed of
any specific allegations made
against us. Also under the new
system the initiation week commit-
tee has the final say. As of right
now the men of Phi Delta Sigma
have no formal way of appealing
the action taken against us. .
The Initiation Week Committee
was acting within a new anti-hazi- ng
law passed in Ohio. The justifica-
tion of thenew guidelines is to keep
the sections within this new law. By
the action taken against us the
committee has accused us of break-
ing this new law. .According to
article VII amendment VI of the
United States Constitution. "... the
accused shall enjoy the right to ...
be Informed of the nature and
cause of the accusation,' to be eon-front- ed
with witnesses against him; i
kir. jAmn,tlanw KMMll
obtaining witness in his favor ...'4
These rights along with the right tot
appeal have all been denied us. I
nc mc uicu ux iiui iiuifeel that the actions of the Initia
tion Week Committee has
based on rumors and heresay e
dence. We feel that the com:
has used rumors, from far removi
sources, to make us an example
other sections. The committee h
violated simple rights of justice.
we have been disbanded and we d
not even know the specific groun
on which the committee based
decision. As a sacrificial lamb we'
the men of Phi Delta Sigma would.
ITVa a warn all1 planningwtlaamfme fiifitMuture!iw v m mm m mm m n m.mu
initiation activitieses to heed the ex--l
ample at the Idesi of March. I
shael V. Pellegrini
Grosel Speaks
For Pledges
Dear Editor.
During a recent meeting with the
pledge class members of Phi Delta
Sigma, Mr. Swegan. and Mr. Per--
iey, it came to our attention that
the College was not only trying to
disband the present members of
the section, but also the 24 pledges.
The charter was revoked for two
and one half years, and as a result,
the name of the Delts Is not going
to be recognized by the College
administration for at least that
long. Therefore, we the pledge
class members of Phi Delta Sigma
are not members since the section
no longer exists. What we don't
understand, however (if the above
is true, as it Is stated by both Mr,
Swegan and Mr. Perley). how couX
Mr. Swegan personally tell us (the
pledge class) that he Is sure that
we win not live together because
he knows (or thinks he knows) that
we are already inducted Into the
section? He Is talking out of both
sides of his mouth.
Continued on Page S
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HOUSTON The new data satel-lit- e
deployed aboard the space
' shuttle Challenger tumbled into
space in an imperfect orbit The
satellite, costing $100 million, was
! out of control of the Houston Center
and when it was finally stabilized,
: it was 3,000 miles short of its orbit,
' 22,000 miles above the earth. The
satellite is to be used for communi-
cations during space missions. The
' space shuttle Challenger was
launched at 1:30 Monday from
::Cape Canaveral. Challenger be- -'
came the second in the U.S.'s
: reusable "fleet" of space crafts.
" WASHINGTON Responding to
criticism from the Reagan Admin-
istration, the nation's Catholic bish--
" ops softened the tone of their third
draft of their proposed statement
on the morality of nuclear weap-
ons. The expanded and revised
version is closer to agreement with
the basic defense and arms reduc-
tion policies of the U.S. and NATO.
A major change is the removal of
: language which seemed to support
the nuclear freeze legislation be-
fore the Congress.
AMMAN, JORDAN Jordan's
King Hussein and PLO leader Yas-s- ar
Arafat's series of talks aimed
at reaching a joint approach , to
Mideast peace recessed without a
decision on President Reagan's
i peace proposals. Meanwhile, a joint
: PLO-Jordani- an committee is work-- -
ing on a joint communique. Arafat
is pushing for an Arab summit
meeting sometime at midmonth, to
help defuse the blame for rejecting
the proposal-b- y Reagan that King
WASHINGTON President Rea-
gan outlined his new arms-contr- ol
- proposals with a vague call for the
U.S. and USSR to agree on equal
'numbers of warheads deployed in
. Europe. This is the first move by
Reagan away from his "Zero Op-
tion" proposal, created IS months
before. President Reagan invited
- the Soviets to "join us in an interim
agreement" while negotiators try
to work out a plan to eliminate the
nuclear weapons. Meanwhile, Rea-
gan denounced the nuclear freeze
movement, calling it a threat to his
.-initi-
atives to achieve "real arms
control ... that will stand the test of
time."
MOSCOW Soviet Foreign Min-
ister Gromyko rejected the latest
American proposal calling for U.S.-
Soviet eaualitv of medium-rins- e
V missiles in Europe. U.S. officials
said that the Soviet response may
make them seem inflexible to the
Europeans if they are not willing to'
discuss serious U.S. proposals when
the arms-contr- ol talks resume in
May. The State Department ex-
pressed disappointment at the "tin-constructi- ve"
Soviet reply, but re-
mained hopeful for some success in
the talks.
PARIS France has expelled 47
Soviet citizens, charging them with
espionage in the "military do-
main." The expulsion was called
unjustified by the Soviet Embassy,
and said there would be "negative .
consequences." The election of
President Mitterand two years ago
has strained Franco-Sovi- et rela-
tions ever since.
FEMALE STUDENTS ESCAPE
'SNITCH RULE' AFTER ALL.
, U.S. District Judge Henry Wer-k- er
permanently enjoined the U.S.
Dept. of Health it Human Services
from enforcing the controversial
"snitch rule."
HcNGOMEyxra
PU1LP1N THE.
BASEST, FASTEST
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Student Blasts
Voice Editorials
On Registration
Editor,
When I opened the Voice on
Friday, March 4, 1 was surprised to
find a front page article and the
weekly editorials addressing the
recent activity over the new law
tying federal aid to registration
certification in light of Mr. Timothy
Spence's assertions to ABC News
that this concern is not an issue on
our campus.
Be that as it may, I have been
under fire fielding questions about
my own involvement from friends,
acquaintances, professors, and
even a stranger or two since our
non-iss- ue became front page news
in Ohio. As the week progressed, so
did my commitment to the princi-
ples involved.
I am now more sure than ever
that It is not the duty of college
financial aid offices to identify and
turn in students for the Selective
ri IZU2CEIKEEP7HW
m LITTLE
PEACENIK
i
PEACE r simm-z..-. kfcJ J'
cn MJJCH' I HMTD I EVER I C) H 7J l J
'First-Us- e' In Europe Is Essential
BY WARREN SEIDEL
NATO's decision to deploy Persh-
ing II and cruise missiles in Europe
later this year has resulted in the
calling for a "no first use" declara-
tion by NATO with respect to
nuclear weapons by those who are
unaware of the realities of military
balance and deterrence. A renun-
ciation of first-us-e by NATO at the
present time would be detrimental
to the best interests of the alliance.
Current NATO doctrine merely
accommodates the possibility of
first use of nuclear weapons in a
defensive manner if Europe were
ever attacked. This doctrine does
not require, advocate, promote or
even anticipate the first use of
nuclear weapons by NATO. The
alliance does not have a first strike
strategy for nuclear employment,
but it does insist upon retaining the
option of. having first resort to
nuclear weapons in case of dire
need.
It must be remembered that
NATO's primary duty to its citizens
is not to prevent only nuclear war,
but to prevent a war of any kind
from occurring in Europe.
The fundamental concept pervad-
ing NATO's defense posture is that
of flexible response. The existence
of the nuclear threat in NATO's
defense planning promotes uncer-
tainties in Soviet minds that are
vital to the stability and continued
existence of deterrence. As Presi-
dent Eisenhower once remarked,
"You should never let your enemy
know what you will do, but even
more importantly, you should nev-
er let him know what you will not
do."
A "no .first use" declaration
would result in lower risks and
greater freedom of military initia-
tive for the Soviets, thereby greatly
increasing the chances of conven-
tional war.
It might be true that NATO's
first use doctrine is an inexplicit
alibi for conventional weakness. By
most measures of military power,
NATO's forces are no match for the
might of the Warsaw Pact.
At the present NATO does not
have a credible conventional deter-
rent However, it should be remem-
bered that NATO's European-deploye- d
forces were never intended
to physically defend Europe indefi
nitely. There is no feasible way in
which NATO could ever hope to
defeat, or even impose a stalemate
upon the Soviet Union in a conven-
tional war in Europe.
A "no first use" pledge would not
be effective until NATO's non-nucle- ar
defenses had been rendered
far more powerful than they are
today. The cost of reaching parity
with the Warsaw Pact in conven-
tional capabilities would be astro-
nomical. At present, NATO is most
unlikely to be willing to adequately
augment its conventional forces.
Furthermore, a "no first use"
declaration by NATO cannot guar-
antee beyond all possible doubt that
there would in fact be no use of
nuclear weapons by either side if
conventional warfare broke out in
Europe, even though the Soviet
Union has pledged not to use nucle-
ar weapons first A Soviet Union
desperate enough to launch an in-
vasion of Europe has to be as-
sumed a Soviet Union that has
already crossed its Rubicon with
repect to its willingness to use
nuclear weapons if the need should
arise.
Contrary to the misconceptions of
myopic pacifists, the continued exi-
stence-of the . first use doctrine
does not mean that a battlefield
commander will instantly resort to
nuclear weapons. Before nuclear
weapons can be used, a military
leader must first obtain authoriza-
tion from his superiors. The highly
structured chain of command ob-
viates any possibility that the deci-
sion to employ nuclear weapons
would be made instantaneously un-
der condition of great stress. Nucle-
ar weapons would only be used as a
very last resort In addition, all of
NATO's tactical nuclear warheads
are in American custody, making it
impossible for any single member
of NATO to initiate nuclear war.
Finally, the existence of NATO's
first use doctrine does not preclude
negotiations for the reduction or
elimination of tactical and theater
nuclear weapons. But until the
Soviet Union shows more willing-
ness to .engage in reduction talks.
NATO must keep its defenses
strong.
Service. I am firm in my belief that
there must be a measure the gov-
ernment could enact that would
affect everyone eligible for regis-
tration. I am completely committed
to non-cooperat- ion with such laws
as have been enacted due to my
personal convictions which hold
that if a law Is unconstitutional
then, I as an individual, have
responsibility to fight it to the best
of my abilities.
The editorials by Spence and
Michael Veloff of March 4 only
strengthen my concerns, and I
have decided that I cannot accept
money from the government under
the condition that they have im-
posed. Therefore, I plan to take
next year off to work in order to be
able to pay to rejoin the Wooster
community for the 184-8- 5 academ-
ic year, and I look forward to input
from this community. So much for
toadying faddism, Mr. Veloff.
Caroline Megginsoa
BOX 2249
OPEN FORUM on Wooster own
Urban Studies Program will be
held on Wednesday, April 13 In the
Lean Lecture Room, from 44 p.m.
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BY SUSAN FIGGE
What Is the impact of congres-
sional and administration policies'
toward Africa in the areas of for-
eign aid, arms shipments, and refu-
gees?
In Wednesday's convocation Ran-
dall Robinson, Executive Director
of TransAfrica, will discuss wheth-
er U.S. policies support oppression
and apartheid or foster genuine
freedom and across the board eco-
nomic development The convoca
tion Is a part of the Africa Weekprogram, Africa Towards' The
Twenty First Century.
: Randan Robinson is a graduate
cum laude of Virginia Union Uni-
versity with a major in Sociology.
He holds the J.D. degree- - from
Harvard La w School, where he was
active in the Harvard Black Law
Students Association, he has been a
Ford Foundation Fellow, conduct-
ing a research project on The
Africanization of European . Law
and its Social Impact on the Popu-
lation of Dar es Salaam. Tanzania.
He has served as a Staff Attorney
for -- the Boston Legal Assistance
Project and as Community Devel
opment Division Director for the
Roxbury Multi-Servi- ce Center in
Roxbury, Massachusetts. He has
been Staff Assistant to Wffilam L.
Clay. U.S. House of Represents- - -
tives and Administrative Assistant
to Charles Diggs Jr., U.S. House of
Representatives.
As Executive Director of Trans--
Africa, Robinson heads a black
American lobby for Africa and the
Caribbean, whose purpose is to
organize popular opinion In the
United States to advocate policies
and practices that win help achieve
a more progressive United States
foreign policy toward the nations of
Africa and the Caribbean.
Grosel Speaks
For Pledges
Continued from Page 2
Either we are recognized by the
College as members of Fifth Sec
tion or not But they should make
up their minds, especially Mr. Swe-ga- n,
the indecisiveness of Mr. Swe
gan puts great deal of doubt In
my mind as to whether or not he Is
responsible enough for his commit-
tee job. Furthermore, shouldn't the
24 of us stm be able to lire
together? After all, either way they
want to look at it since the charterIs revoked, we are not members,
therefore the administration Is Infr-
inging on our rights as students.
E. Douglas Grosel
Pig 4
Plugging In:
Freedom To Choose
By PETES HAVHOLM
At Carnegie-Mello-n University,
all students are required to buy a
personal computer. Another techni-
cal institution is handing out little
Timex computers, the kind you can
buy in the drug store. One by one.
even some liberal arts colleges are
Part I in a series on comput-
ers and computing.
introducing "computer literacy" as
a requirement At Wooster, howev-
er, we are installing a state-of-the--art
datavideo communications net-
work with outlets in all the resi-
dence halls and academic build-
ings. No one plans to require
anything, to my knowledge.
I think it is significant that Woo-
ster has chosen not to force its
students to support IBM and not to
try to turn what is too often no
more than a jumped-u- p typing
(ffl BBS
course into an academic require-
ment. Instead, the College has of-
fered an extraordinary opportunity.
If you buy a personal computer,
you will have at your disposal more
computing and communieation-spowe- r
than all but an advanced
computer scientist could want And
you will not have to be a computer
science major; you will not even
have to take a computer science
course.
There are several advantages to
this approach. The most important
is also the most subtle: we will
have to think and choose before
plugging in. It won't be automat-
ic, at Wooster. Here, we seem to
believe there is no more reason to
force people to use computers than
there is to force them to watch
television or to buy typewriters.
Despite all the hoopla, there are
still plenty of knowledgeable people
who do not think buying a personal
computer should be a reflex action.
One of them is Erik Sandberg-Dimen- t,
a Wooster alum who
writes a refreshingly skeptical col-
umn on personal computers in the
New York Times Tuesday science
section.
As we begin to consider plugging
in, then. I thought it might be
helpful to offer a little information
and advice in this space this
spring. Though no expert I have
some experience (both bad and
good) with small computers. It is
my hope, too. that those who have
additions, corrections or disagree-
ments as they read what I suggest
will let me know about it I solicit
alternative opinions because I have
some biases, some of which ought
already to be apparent
Should you buy a personal com-
puter?
If you fit into one of the following
categories, yes. ,
1) You want one. Fiercely. You
lie awake nights fanU sizing about
being the first on your hall to own
one. You spend at least 125 every
month on computer magazines and
read every page, even the ones on
which you understand only one
word in five. You ache inside at the
full-pa- ge ads for Apple, Osborne,
IBM, Epson, Commodore, Kaypro,
feeling the way you once felt about
a stereo or cars on the lot or that
red tricycle the neighbor kid got for
Christmas instead of books and
underwear. The yearning is always
there, pulsing in your blood. We are
not talking the munchies, here; we
are talking mild psychosis.
2) You think a personal computer
would help you do useful things
better or faster or with more plea- -
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Fran M. Jantxen
sure. You have used word process-
ing, and you know it would help you
improve the quality of your written
work. Or you have seen Visicalc or
one of its clones, and you have a
vision of innovative financial mod-
eling. Or you are engaged on one or
a series of projects that involve
large numbers of discrete categor-
ies of information, and you think it
would be more efficient to keep
track and sort with a Database
program than with file cards in
shoeboxes.
3) You are convinced that you
must defend yourself against
Progress's callous habit of leaving
the ignorant behind. You do not
want to be at a disadvantge among
professional colleagues who know
how to use computers. You know
your environment already littered
with microchips, will be crammed
with them by the end of this
decade, and you believe that you
will be even more powerless to
affect your world than you are now
if you do not understand how com-- H
puters work.
4) You are very curious about
computers and programming, and
you think it would be more fun to
learn about them first hand than
through reading or by way of a
formal course.
There may be other reasons to
buy a personal computer, but those
are the four good ones I know of. If
you fit into one of the categories
and are not determined to be an
impulse buyer, you can have one of
the most fascinating shopping trips
in the history of stores. More on
that next week.
Dr. Harbolm Is College Relations
officer at Wooster.
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Mellott Encourages Men
To Take Women's Studies
Dear Editor. -
I am writing this article to per-
suade more people, in particular
men, to enroll in "Psychology of
Women" next year. I believe that
by writing this article now. it will
provide people with adequate time
to evaluate the importance of the
course.
I was motivated to write this
immediately following the conclu-
sion of the class, but I believe now
is better because I have given
myself time to review the ideas
introduced to me fall quarter. My
reasons for writing this are three-
fold. One, I believe that the course
was one of the most practical
classes I have taken at Wooster.
Two I was made more aware of
problems that women are faced
with dally in our male-dominat- ed
society. Finally. I think it Is inter-
esting to read how a male reacted
to a course that concerned itself
largely with female issues.
I enrolled in the coarse to fulfill
my concentration requirement I
was not aware of the issues that
were to be discussed in the class.
Originally. I thought that the
course would inform me about cer-
tain ideas and reactions that wom-
en had pertaining to a variety of
topics.
I entered the class with an open
mind, believing that I was aware of
the many problems that confront
women. However, I quickly learned
that most of my knowledge was
based upon stereotypes that I had
accepted as truths. Concisely stat-
ed, I knew few facts concerning
female issues.
In ten weeks, the class exposed
me to many new ideas. I believe
that the course made me more
aware of problems that both wom-
en and men are faced with. At the
conclusion of the course. I was able
to better understand female-mal- e
interactions. In short, I viewed
cross-sexu-al relationships more ob-jectively and learned more about
myself.
I believe that the class is valua-
ble because it makes one more
aware of many stereotypes direct-
ed at females and males. The class
provided examples of how and why
certain sex-specif- ic stereotypes are
enforced by our society. Succinctly
expressed, the class is valuable
because it challenges one to exam-
ine how herhis attitudes pertaining
to sex-specif- ic roles have been
formed. Furthermore, I maintain
that a good liberal arts education
Jantzen Attacks Velof Editoral
Dear Editor:
As much as I am consistently
depressed by your ever-surprisi- ng
editorials and the general conserv-
atism of The Wooster Voice, it is in
regard to Michael Veloffs March 4,
1983 editorial that I write.Quite frankly, I found it a terrible
bit of writing. With respect to your
generally high (albeit conserva-
tive) standard that keeps the Voice
looking respectable, I must confess
to wondering how you could have
printed it without at least thinking
three times.
Mr. Veloff was evidently quite
moved by something to write such
an editorial (though he never ex-
plains what). While I was reading
it I could imagine quite clearly
foam spewing from a pair of rabid
chops.
What I object to is this: He calls
provides a variety of courses and
topics that prompts one to re-
examine beliefs andor stereotypes,
and this course does that!
I think that the physical and
mental abuse of women was the
most interesting topic discussed in
class. I was amaxed to hear and
read of the large amount of abuse
that women receive from men. In
addition, I was surprised to hear
that abused women often accept
mistreatment from men because
they believe that they have done
something to warrant the abuse.
For anyone interested in this topic,
I suggest examining the March 21,
1983 issue of Newsweek. Included in
the magazine is an article about a
rape of a woman where a group of
men "cheered on" the act of vio-
lence as If it were a sporting event!
I find this terribly upsetting, but
this is Just one of many similar
stories concerning the abuse of
women by men.
In conclusion, I believe the
course will provide benefits for
anyone who takes it In particular,
I think that more men should enroll
to become acquainted with facts,
not misleading stereotypes en-
forced by our male-dominat- ed so--,
ciety.
Mark Mellott
BoxC-224-5
Student Protests
Newsweek Photo
Editor:
Newsweek's article of Feb. 14.
"Nigeria's Outcasts: The Cruel Ex-
odus," had pictures of Ghanaian
citizens being threatened to be
whipped by the Nigerian soldiers(presumably) captioned "Crowd
control. Nigerian style: A chilling
strategy for economic recovery."
For those of you who did not ask
questions, but simply made degrad-
ing gestures, these pictures were
not taken anywhere in or near
Nigeria.
The Nigerian government will not
use soldiers for crowd control after
all. she is governed by a democrat-
ic government "Newsweek regrets
the error (and confesses that) the
photograph was taken at the Benin-Tog- o
border." (NewsweekMarch,
IMS).
Toyin da-SII- va
"liberals" many very cruel, offen-
sive names without ever giving any
examples and backing himself up
I do not respect this. Further-
more, he never shows us the differ-
ence between the "liberals" he
supposedly has respect for, and the
"pseudo-liberals- ," which he ob-
viously does not. Furthermore,
while it is obvious that he is
referring to something specific in
his editorial, he never gets down
out of his Ivory Tower to say
exactly what ticked him off, ab-
stracting his commentaries so as to
make them sound suspicious, para-
noid, and that much more less
credible.
In short, such an essay which
contains more foul adjectives than
the nouns they are intended to
modify leaves much to be desired if
Continued on Page 5
Dear
Career
What can I do with a liberal arts
degree?
This question, frequently asked
by students at Wooster, is justified.
Currently, the conflict between a
"high tech" oriented education and .
a liberal arts education is confront-
ing students nationwide. Students
worry that they will not be able to
enter the job market as easily as
their "high tech" counterparts.
There are several aspects of the
liberal arts degree which cannot be
matched by the science oriented
degree, however. The liberal arts
degree gives the student a broader
background, allows the student
more flexibility In choice of job,
and tends to produce people who
deal better with people, people who
have better communications skills.
What have people actually don
with a Uberal arts degree?
The most Important thing to real-
ize about the liberal arts degree Is
that usually one doesn't "train" for
what one ends up doing. A biology
major can end up In the social
services, a psychology major in
banking, or an art major In busi-
ness. A liberal arts education offers
the student a well rounded back-
ground which suits himher for .
almost any job, after the necessary
specific training for the job.
Bow have people gotten into good
positions after earning a degree at
Wooster?
Students must keep in mind that
ruled out when job hunting. Often
the best route to a successrui nign
level position Is from the bottom
up. There is. for example, a Woos-
ter graduate working as a vice
president of Ameritrust Company
who started as a teller.
Other than a broad course choice,
what is the best preparation for
getting a good Job with a liberal
arts degree?
The Career Planning and Place--,
ment Service suggests striving for
leadership In campus involvement
Become a chairperson, don't just sit
on the committee. Become an edi-
tor, don't just be a reporter. Off
campus study is also good back-
ground. Moving upward, being pro-
moted in some way in an employ-
ment situation makes you look like '
a strong candidate for a job.
Most importantly, never apolo-
gize for your liberal arts degree.
Realize that it may not get you the
same starting salary as a chemical
engineer, but remember too that
you have advantages that heshe
will never have.
An informational column written
cooperatively by Voice staff writer
Edith McGandy and CPPS.
CONCERNED ABOUT
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT?
Don't miss Alice in Blunderland,
a musical allegory about nuclear
buildup and the dangers of fallout
This play is produced by Legacy, a
group of concerned people from
Ohio. Alice was performed in
Washington and will be held at
Wooster High School on Saturday,
April 9 at 7:30. Admission Is 91. and
tickets are available at Lowry front
desk and at the door.
Initiation Committee Votes
To Suspend Belt Charter
Continued from Pace 1
ber of Fifth Section, said that hi
section was not guilty "of disregard
for the law, and that the accusa
tions being made were predicated
on "rumor, strictly rumor."
"This is a precedent the adminis--f
tration is establishing. They are
using us as an example," Rinella
said.
However, Van Cleef said that
"they never looked at them as
Delta." Van Cleef indicated that
the committee's decision to sus
pend the Fifth Section charter was
not directed at the section because
of its name, rather because of the
.violations. Levisay denied thatl
there was any bias in the commit'
tee's decision. ,
In addition. Perley reported that
the Delta were "warned beforehand
that there were rumors of pledging
violation, and they denied them.
Michael. A. Sarago, one of 24
freshmen Delta pledges, accused
the Initiation Committee of "blam
ing us for the past infractions of the
Delta. " Sarago indicated that, he
believed the concerns of the com
mittee over early hazing derived
from the facv that "we started
getting together, going places to-
gether, and eating together, but we
were never forced to do anything
together."
Furthermore, Gregory R. Elder,
a senior member of the Delta,
objected to the inability of the
Section to appeal the Initiation
Committee's decision. "I can't be
lieve there is.no appeal system
How can they pass judgment on us
--When they will not even provide us
witn evidence.;
According to Perley, "All that is
required under the guidelines of the
Initiation Committee is recognition
of 'sufficient evidence,' and we do
not have to present evidence."
"We were up front in telling the
Delta that there were (violations)
going on. This is a private institu-
tion, and -- we can be sued if we dc
not follow the state law," Van Cleel
said.
Sophomore Will R. Lorenx oi
Fifth Section asked, "What sort oi
educational institution does the ad
ministration want us to have? You
have to have extracurricular activi
ties, like sections, as well as aca
demies at a liberal arts school
They have, taken this away from
US."
Asked if the Delta were consider-
ing taking legal action against the
College, William L. Muscatello, a
senior, said that "we are talking
among ourselves about seeking
counsel."
Muscatello said Delt alums
"have been in touch with us. In
general they were shocked and
totally frustrated."'
Rinella said that Fifth Section "is
in the planning stage of taking
Jantzen Attacks
Velbf f Editoral
Continued from Page 4
it is meant to be taken seriously. II
wish you would use more care in
extracting such sophomoric at-- l
tempts at editorialism, so that I
would not have to use my time to
protest them.
Frans M. Jantzen
Box US
legal action," although he would
not comment on whether an actual
legal suit is being considered.
Lorenz, who described "the au-
thoritarianism of the Initiation
Committee" as being like the "old
school marm system," said be was
considering appealing to the trust-
ees for help.
Trustees are scheduled to arrive
on campus this weekend for their
Spring Quarter meeting.
. Delt pledges. Ryder said, have
also considered reapplying as a
new section, but he said the whole
idea of the section is "to call
ourselves Delta. We love this frat
we're going to stay together."
Clydesdale
Explains
Council
Editor: " -
Campus Council ... what is it?
Who is on it? And what do they do?
These are a few of the questions I
have been asked in the past month
and I think they should be an-
swered.
Campus Council is an organiza-
tion comprised of students, faculty
and administration representatives
which has unlimited power to initi-
ate, discuss and formulate recom-
mendations with regard to social
.functions, student conduct,. student
activities and chartered organiza-
tions.
The organization is also responsi-
ble for chartering campus groups
and allocating approximately $69,-00- 0
per year to these groups for
programming and expenses.
Faculty representatives are: Jim
Hartman (Math), Donald Wise (Bi-
ology), and Mlcheal Freeman (Li-
brary). Administrative representa-
tives are Donald Harward (Vice
President for Academic Affairs),
Ken Plusquellec (Dean of Stu-
dents), John Plummer (Treasur-
er's Office).' Student members are
Bill Andrew (Chair of Student Ac-
tivities Board). Opal Davis (repre-
sentative of Black Students Asso-
ciation), Jenny Dean (President of
Student Government Association),
Scott Ferguson (Chairperson of So-
cial Concerns Committee, SGA),
Shah Hasan (representative of In-
ternational Students Association),
John Murphy (Member-at-Large- ),
Dave Riley (Vice-Pre- s. of Student
Government Association), and
Dave Rimmler (Member-at-Large- ).
Council chairperson is Su-
san Clydesdale and treasurer is
Anne Peacock.
Council meetings are open to the
entire campus plan to come see
what it is like. Meeting dates and
locations will be announced in the
potpourri. Summaries of meetings
will be published in the Voice.
As I stated during the campaign
last quarter, I am planning to
spend aahour in Mom's (from 4-- 5
p.m.) as many days a week as I
can. Stop by to talk! The Campua
Council office is located in the
Student Government Assoc. office
in Lowry Center and welcomes
visitors.
Help us to represent you as
effectively as possible. This is your
Campus Council help us make it
work for YOU!
Susan Clydesdale
Initiation Problems, Developments
During The Past Year
In an April Voice article Associate Dean of
Students Rick Swegan reported that approximately
40 percent of the freshman class pledged sections,
"three times the usual number of men who pledge."
In an interview with Voice reporters. Dean of
Faculty Vivian Holliday cited "the abuse of alco-
hol" as a problem which causes tensions between
the campus community and sections. Also, Dean of
Students Ken Plusquellec announced that Campus
Council was considering changing the structure of
the Initiation Week Committee so that alleged
abuses in last year's initiation week could be dealt
with in the future.
At their June 1982 meeting, members of the
faculty, headed by biology Professor James Perley,
asked President Cbpeland to halt further pledging
and initiation activities until these practices could
be investigated and, pending investigation results,
revised. Perley's recommendation was motivated
by "a history of frustration" with attempts to
effectively monitor initiation events.
On Wed., Sept. 22 President Copeland an-
nounced the formation of an ad hoc initiation
committee. Students Tom Van Cleef (then Presi-
dent of Campus Council), Ed Esber, Lisabeth
Freeze Leaders Seek To Draw
Greater Student Involvement
(CPS) In an effort to involve
more students in what has been a
largely faculty-ru- n campus nuclear
freeze movement, anti-nuk- e organ-
izers are preparing to play games
with the American student body.
Heeding advice from campus ac-
tivists to come up with "creative
alternatives to the same old rheto-
ric" or risk letting the movement
die of apathy, movement leaders
.are sending out copies of a huge
game called "Firebreaks" to cam-
puses nationwide.
The game, to be played out
through the month of April, lets, the
players assume the roles of U.S.
and Soviet leaders trying to tiptoe
their way through a nuclear con-
frontation.
Ground Zero The national pro-free- ze
coalition which drew world-
wide attention for its Ground Zero
STANDARD
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We also offer a large line of
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Beatty, Mike Appel and LIbby Black were named to
the committee. Faculty members Gordon Collins,
Nancy Garlick, James Perley and Mark Weaver,
and Associate Dean Rick Swegan were also appoint-
ed to the President's committee.
The ad hoe committee on Initiation announced
in January a number of recommendations, includ-
ing, according to Committee Chair Gordon Collins, v
a more active role for observers.
On Mon., Jan. 31 President Copeland an-
nounced the formation of a standing- - Committee on
Initiation. Copeland also announced 21 rules on
initiation activities. In his announcement, Copeland
said that Initiation Committee members "will have
the power to suspend initiation activities if violation
of the new guidelines are perceived," and that they
'have the "ability to revoke a charter." Moreover,
Copeland warned that the Initiation Committee
"has complete and final authority to revoke or
suspend" a charter or initiation activities without
the accused section having the right to appeal.
Oats President Dick Tiftickjian commended
the President's Initiation guidelines, saying that
they "probably will provide positive reinforcement
for groups which do not break the rules."
CompUa by T. PXk aad T.
Week activities last April has
made a number of other changes
this year, again at the behest of its
campus reps, who for some time
have feared the movement was
stagnating and failing. to attract
widespread participation from stu-
dents.
"We're calling this spring's
events 'Son of Ground Zero' be-
cause it has changed and' evolved
so much from last year's Ground
Zero Week," says group spokesman
Ellis Woodward.
The most obvious change:
Ground Zero Week has become
Ground Zero Month.
"People are now aware there is a
threat," Woodward explains. "Now
we want to restructure people's
thinking to show them how easily
world events could lead to a nucle-
ar confrontation."
"J WANT CONTACTS FROM"
PERR Y OPTICAL
0
Ground Zero has done its ground
work. It began promoting the game
last fall, and has already mailed
over 3.000 "Firebreaks" kits to
college campuses, high schools,
and community groups. The group
has even tested the games, which
cost $10 and can be played by any
number of people, on two campus-
es.
Though students obviously played
a large part, even in the euphoria
of last April's huge -- nationwide
turnout many activists were disap-
pointed by the student turnout
"I would not hesitate to call the
students apathetic," David Kessler
of Southwestern University in
Memphis told College Press Serv-
ice last spring.
Campus organizers aren't com-
pletely giving up on the old rallying
tactics, however. "We're working
with all of our 600 campuses to
organize lectures, debates and
films to inform people about the
Russians," says UCAN spokeswom-
an Laura Kuckes.
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Klein Seeks To Increase
Senior Fund Participation
Now that the challenge of LS. is
oyer, the senior class is working on
a new challenge v this one also
involves the Class of '73 and The
Wooster Fond. The two classes are
competing to achieve the highest
percentage of participation in the
Fund by the end of the school year.
A committee of 16 seniors has
been busy planning a "Senior Chal-
lenge Week" scheduled for April 17--23
when the class will make a
concentrated effort to raise '83
Wooster Fond participation as high
as possible. Meanwhile, a commit-
tee of '73ers has been at work
encouraging the support of their
classmates; to date some 100 mem-
bers of that class have participated
in the 1982-8- 3 Fund.
"This year's Wooster Fund goals
focus on donors as well as dollars,"
explained Mary Anne Gorman, who
coordinates the College's annual
fund program. "Not only are we
aiming toward a challenging $300,-00- 0
goal, we also have an ambitious
8,000 donor goal which means we
need 1,000 more participants than
last year."
"Wooster students have always
been enthusiastic and effective vol-
unteers for The Wooster Fund's
phonathons each year," continued
Gorman, "And now with The Cam-
paign for Wooster underway, stu-
dents are looking for additional
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ways to get involved."
During each year of The Cam-
paign for Wooster. the College must
encourage regular donors to contin-
ue their Wooster Fund support, and
engage the interest of new - donors
as welL
Julie Klein, who chairs the senior
committee, sees the Challenge as
an opportunity for seniors to be-
come more involved in helping with
The Wooster Fund and the Cam-
paign, and it also enables students
to help generate additional partici-
pation by challenging the Class of
'73, the tenth reunion class.
"The competition which is
based on donors not dollars will
help to increase these two particu-
lar class percentages of support.
' This increase, in turn, will help to
increase the overall percentage of
Wooster Fund participation," says
Klein.
"Even a dollar or two really
helps the College in many impor-
tant ways," says Bill Levisay, a
member of the senior planning
committee. "It was interesting to
learn that foundations and corpora-
tions look closely at the number of
participants when they consider
making major grants to colleges
like Wooster. The higher Wooster's
percentage of support, the better,
our chances of securing a major
grant in competition with other
Our Location Nearest You
WOOSTER:
305 BEALL AVE.
2G4-G31-3
schools."
The Wooster Fund is an annual
fund which provides unrestricted
operating money to help balance
the budget each year. Student tuiti-tio- n
and fees provide only two-thir- ds
of the College's operating
budget; the remainder must come
from income on the endowment and
gifts such as those to The Wooster
Fund.
Wooster Fund dollars provide for
scholarships and student aid. facul-
ty salaries, library books and peri-
odicals, lab equipment and the
overall maintenance of the campus
buildings and grounds.
"We benefited daily from the
support of alumni while we've been
students at Wooster," explained
Mindy Warren, another member of
the senior committee. "Now that
we're about to become alumni our-
selves, we can help ensure thatfuture classes have those same
opportunities."
In addition to Klein. Levisay. and
Warren, the senior committee in-
cludes Lissa Beatty, Libby Black,
Becky Bower, Gregg Brelsford, Bill
Clifton. Ed Esber, Kris Leslie. Mir-
iam Rader. Jennie Sailers, Bob
Sullivan, Jeff Todd, Tom Van Cleef,
and Rose Weiler.
"We're aiming, toward 100 per-
cent participation." says Esber,
"and a win over the Class of '73. As
the initiators of this first senior
challenge, we want to set an exam-
ple that will challenge future
classes for years to come."
52.00 OFF
ANY LARGE
17" PIZZA
Limit one coupon per pizza per
customer. Offer good only on
regular menu prices thru April
30th, 1983.
SMORGASBORD
xp IT
$050 EACH
No limit Any number of people
may use this coupon. Not Valid
with any other special or dis-
count. Good thru April 30th.
1983.
Also including
a Salad Dar
I
Campus Capsules
COACHING DOESN'T HELP
STUDENTS SCORE BETTER ON
THE S.A.T.
A Harvard atudv aava the 50.000
to 100.000 students a year who sign
up for Scholastic Aptitude Test
coaching classes are wasting their
money. -
The student found students who
retook the test after a coaching
program only improved their
scores an average 10 points.
Coaching magnate stamey Ka-
plan says his course can raise
scores by as much as 100 points.
GREEK SYSTEM MEMBER-
SHIP HAS PLUNGED 240 SINCE
169 AT YOUNGSTOWN STATE.
YSU Counseling Director George
Letchworth attributes to decline to
greeks' "antWntellectualism" and
discriminatory recruiting prac-
tices.
School greek leaders told the
YSU Jambar they blame "the me-
dia" for giving them a "negative
image."
S KANSAS TOWNS BID TO
BUILD THE NIXON PRESIDEN-
TIAL LIBRARY.
Duke, the ex-preside- nt's law
school alma mater, turned down
the library last year after numer-
ous faculty protests against it.
New York and California towns
have also rejected library plans.,
but Abilene, Leavenworth 4 Shaw-
nee have presented bids to Nixon
aides.
The Kansas State Univ. newspa
YOU'RE" Invited To "YOUR" Pizza Shops
4 SLICE 8"
MINI PIZZA M00
(SAVE 7S$ Served
11300 AS4 - 20 Ptt Only
Not served at all shops.
Limit one coupon per pizza per
visit on regular menu prices
thru April 30th, 1883.
M-OOO-
FF
ANY SMALL, UEDIUM OR
DEEP DISH PIZZA
Limit one coupon per pizza per
customer. Offer good only on
regular menu prices thru April
30th, 1983.
QOLLAR
When purchasing any food Itam receive .
a medium size beverage) upon presentation
of student I.D.
AT PARTICIPATING STORES ONLY
per, however, warned against KSU
officials making a bid;
The library "could drive away
potential businesses and students
from Manhattan and K-Stat- e." an
editorial warned.
8 OUT OF EVERY 4 HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENTS CHEAT.
High wire magazine found 88 of
the 433 students it surveyed had
cheated m school.
Copying homework was the most
oft-cite- d offense. But only 8 said
they'd bought a term paper.
STRIPPING A PLEDGE ISN'T
HAZING. THE DIRECTOR OF
OKLAHOMA'S INTER-FRATERNIT- Y
COUNCIL HAS RULED.
Jack Matkin says the Beta Theta
PI pledge who was publicly "de-pantse- d"
Feb. 28 was stripped by
fellow pledges.
.
Since the pledges weren't full
- AW k.4 JM - - IV T IUlUUXCil. LUC JLTL JSU L CIUUIIIUIIE, A
he says.
The S pledge-assaulter- s, however,
will face a disciplinary hearing.
WOMEN'S GRAFFITI IN CAM-
PUS BATHROOMS DIFFERS
FROM MEN'S. A UNIV. OF ILLI-
NOIS ANTHROPOLOGY PROF
FINDS
Comparing the writings in men's
and women's Johns on the Cham-paign-Urba- na
campus, Edward
Bruner concludes women's graffiti
Is "more interactive and personal."
- Men's - scrawlings. Bruner told
the Daily mini, tend to concern
sexual conquests and powers.
$ SS$SS$SSS$$$$S$$$S$S$SSSS$$S$$SSSSSSSSSSSSSS$SSSSSSSS$55$S$$5 $
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TWO 15"
10 SLICEn PIZZAS
I birit ana ecu.
JSZ pon per pizza per
good only on re
gular menu prices
thru AprH 30, 1983.
2 PIZZAS 1 PRICE
TOPPER 15 10 SLICE PIZZA
& A SMALL 11 6 SUCE PIZZA
For Only $S50
Limit one coupon per pizza per
customer. Offer good only on
regular menu prices thru April
30th, 1983.
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Summer Job Market Cool
Na tional Observers Say
BY DONNA WARES
AND CESRYL JACOBS
GAINESVILLE, FL (CPS)
"I'm not realty worried" about
finding a summer Job, shrugs Steve
Thomas, -- a University of Florida
freshman. 'Tm pretty sure m get-something.- "
Tm sure something will turn
up," agrees Mark Greenspan, an-
other UF freshman. "There are
higher priorities than summer Jobs
right now, like trying to get
through the semester." r
With U.S. unemployment rates
stuck around 10 percent, a surpris-
ing number of students remain'
remarkably unwonted they'll be
able to find summer Jobs this year.
The nonchalance may be wildly
inappropriate, however. . .
Summer employment for college
students doesn't look promising in
most parts of the country, place-
ment officials report.
"This is probably one of the
worst years," observes Camille Ko-slows-ki
of Portland (Ore.) Commu-
nity College's placement office. "It
is an employer's market." -
Summer Job offers are down 10
percent at the University of New
Mexico. Florida Job counselor
Maurice Mayberry asserts "the
bulk of plum Jobs have already
been taken."
If you don't have a summer Job
lined up already, ne says, you
probably won't be able to line up
anything that pays better than the:
minimum wage now.
Others suggest students will be
lucky to find minimum wage jobs.
"It's not real, real encouraging,"
says Mary Jo Dohr of Manpower,
Inc., the nationwide temporary
help firm.
Manpower's latest survey, of em-
ployers found 15 percent plan to
decrease staff positions from last
year's levels.
Manpower placed 50,000 students
in summer Jobs last year, and Dohr
hopes the company will be able to
do as well this summer. -
Ohio State Financial Aid Director
weiaon juioourne auo nopes 10 oe
able to do as well as last year, but
isn't sure heU be able to equal the
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number of work-stud- y Jobs he
found then.
Full-tim-e summer Jobs, he specu-
lates, wOl be even harder to find.
Even intern Jobs, which tend to
be unpaid, are expected to hold at
last year's levels, at best.
The World Bank in Washington,
D.C., is currently sifting through
over 2,000 applications from eco-
nomics, finance and computer sci-
ence students who applied for in-
ternships. But a world bank
spokeswoman-
-
says therell proba-
bly be only about 140 positions
open, the same as in 1982. -
There are signs of hope. The
College Placement Council's (CPC)
November 1882 survey of employ-
ers' intentions indicated businesses
expected to loosen hiring practices
around this May, but a CPC spokes-
woman says relief doesn't look like
itH come in time to help summer
hiring.
Fort Hays (Kans.) State Univer-
sity placement chief Robert Jen-
kins "really thinks that, in Fort
Hays, any student who wants sum-
mer employment and is geographi-
cally flexible can get it"
. Jenkins says he's gotten job or-
ders from --Yellowstone National
Park, farflung resorts, various
overseas firms and summer
camps.
Indeed, Florida's pessimistic
Mayberry thinks his students' last,
best hope may -- be with Southwest
Publishing Co.,' which annually re-
cruits UF students, transports
them to faraway Nashville, trains
them,, and then sends them around
the country to sell books during the
summers.
UF junior Hal Reddick, for ex-
ample, claims to have made 18,000
selling books in Indiana last sum-
mer, though after expenses he
banked a relatively modest $1,600.
"The amazing thing that happens
is that some of the students come
back driving Mercedes," Mayberry
says.
Less spectacularly, McDonalds
says ttll probably be hiring a
normal number of student workers
this summer.
"Our business has been extreme- -
MEASURE OP HIRING EXPECTATIONS
78
ST -
II National X. "
"J J pmm00'
ly good, and it looks like the
summer months of 1883 wOl remain
good," reports Steve Leroy, Mc-
Donald's media relations manager.
Leroy cant estimate just how
many students McDonalds will hire
during the summer because many
of its stores are locally owned and
operated.
But in Portland, Kozlowskl esti-
mates there are as many as 2,000
applications, out for every .local
restaurant job.
To land any kind of summer job.
she suggests students be ready to
work "junk hours" and be "mo-
bile."
APRIL'S RECRUITERS
7 Case Western Baxter School
of Library Science
11 Hopkins Associates (Fi-
nancial Planning)
13 Lake Co. Board of Educa-
tion
22 Case Western Representa-
tive to speak with Biology and
Chemistry majors
28 Diocesan Education Office,
Columbus, OH
27 Lakewood Public Schools,
Lakewood, OH
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Job Outlook To Improve
Employers nationwide are fore--
- casting a sharply improved Job
situation during the coming three
months, according to the findings
of the Employment Outlook Survey
conducted by Manpower, Inc., the
world's largest temporary service
' firm. - :
- According to the quarterly poll of
more than 11475 employers in 348
U.S. cities, a significant number of
firms plan to hire additional work-
ers during the second quarter of
1883 (April. May. June), while the
' pace of staff reductions will dimin-
ish dramatically. Overall, the Job
outlook is vastly improved over last
year at this time.
Nationwide, the 21 of employ-
ers planning to increase staff size
represents the highest level since
1881. For the second quarter of
.1882, 18 had planned staff addi-
tions, but this was dulled by 13 of
the respondents who expected staff
cutbacks.. Companies that win de-
crease employment feu from last;
.year's 13 to 8 this year, the
lowest level since 1880. Also, 68,plan no changes for the next three'
months and 2 are unsure of their
plans. Last year, 85 planned no
changes in staff levels and 3 were
unsure of their plans.
Manpower President Mitchell S.
Fromsteln - attributed the survey
results to a cautious but sttn very
solid rise in business confidence.'
"The most dramatic improvement
in job opportunities is expected to,
occur in those sectors which were
hardest hit during the recession
construction and manufacturing of
durable goods. Jobseekers in the
troubled Midwest are likely to find
a much Improved Job climate wfca
survey figures the best reported for
that region of any quarter during
the past three years." .
: Major Improvements are also
visible in the finance. Insurance
and real estate sector and in whole-
sale and retail trade. Also Im-
proved, but to a lesser degree than
the former groups, are manufactur-
ing of non-durab- le goods, the trans-
portation and public utilities sector
and education.- - Only the services
'sector,' which suffered least from ,
recessionary layoffs, shows no in-
crease in employment levels from
those reported one year ago.
Geographic regions, like econom-
ic sectors, are expected to show the
sharpest improvement where the
recession hits hardest '
CPPS PRESENTS
GAIN PRACTICAL EXPERI-
ENCE: The Neighborhood Counsel-
ing Services of Cleveland Is In
great need of summer volunteers.
You would be working, primarily,
with psychiatric out-patien- ts and
walk-In-s. You might also be asked
to work with patients readjusting to
living on their own as well as with
advocacy work. Contact Alison
Schmidt at CPPS (2498) If you are
interested. You would be
Faculty Pay Rises Edge Inflation
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) College faculty members' salaries
went up slightly more than the inflation rate, but not as fast as they
had In previous years, according to the American Association of
University Professors' (AAUP) annual surveyv
In its preliminary report the full survey wont be released
until July the teachers' union found that private school teachers
did better than their publie and church-relate- d college counterparts. ,
The private campus teachers averaged 10 percent pay Increases
over the 1881-8- 2 school year, while church-relate- d teachers got nine
percent bikes. Public college teachers got relatively-sma- ll 7.5 percent
average pay boosts. ; - . . , .
Overall, college teachers got an average 8.3 percent salary
increase, compared to last year's pay hike of 10.1 percent. .
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Arts amid Culture
Variety Highlights Artistic
Shows Around Campus
By FRANZ If. JANTZEN
Functional Ceramics
Frlck Art Muwum
This annual ceramics exhibition
is one of the more important exhib-
its in Ohio at the moment Sixty-thre- e
of the better, more creative
ceramic artisians in the United
States have been chosen for the
present show, and the diversity and
beauty of it all is truly stunning.
While I had not, before seeing
this collection, ever been awed or
impressed by the talents of the
potter, I am not fully convinced
that good creative pottery is not the
result of craftmanship alone. With-
in the Frick walls is a show attest-
ing conclusively that the art of
ceramic pottery is as vast and
diverse a creative field of endeav-
or, given the confines (making it
useful, and to serve a specific
mlmmM
James Gwynne: "Pond With
function) as architecture has ob-
viously proven to be, given its
confines (making the spaces func-
tional, and to suit a specific use).
Within the room are pieces as
large and heavy as Claude Conov-er- 's
three mystical vessels with
names like "Maach" and "Calab".
simple as Egyptian obsidian canon-
ic jars, to pieces as small and light
as the white, paper-thi- n work of
Curtis and. Susan Benzele, with
pastel colors so delicate they stimu-
late the taste buds. Beautiful sur-
prises are everywhere, such as the
interior of Jim McKinnell's "Plant-
er;" which vibrates with colors as
fluorescent as the rainbow colors in
a patch of oil on wet asphalt, or the
three dimensional faces of a pig
and a goose on the otherwise uni-
formly round dishes of Eileen Rich-
ardson, richly decorated with child-
like scenes of clothed animals play-
fully dancing. One feels a Japa--
.
Shopping Cart and Tire," oiL
WILDERNESS FIELD STUDIES
EARN COLLEGE CREDIT
Natural history, wlldlifa
studios, naturo writing,
onvlromontal philosophy,
flold ecology. Courses
for 113 In tho Pacific
NW, Slorra Novada, Utah.
Hawaii. SpringSummer
Fall Quarters available.
For information write or
phone:
Sierra Institute. Carriage House, Box C
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
Santa Cruz, CA 95064
(40S) 429-276- 1
nese, reed-lik- e quality in Eileen
Coleman's work, covered with in-
cised designs of plants and dragonf-
lys so artfully interwoven as to
recall the amazing graphic work of
M.C. Escher.
This exhibit of pottery is a truly
extraordinary collection of work.
This is the one show currently on
campus that should not be missed:
it is small enough that one could
see it in one half hour, and is
inspiring enough to make one won-
der at the plasticity of the role of
the simple jar and bowl.
Karl Borgoson
MacKenzie Gallery
My first impression of Karl
Borgeson's art, upon walking in to
the Severance Art Building was,
that Ifr. Borgeson enjoyed creating
all of his objects. Wjat one sees
when looking around are bowls,
cups,' saucers and plates but
they are not ordinary ones. You
could not serve a drink in one of
Borgeson's cups, nor would you
serve a meal on one of his plates
(on the east wall) for they are flat
Instead, these are abstractions on
the shapes of bowls, plates, cups
and their saucers. These ceramics
are in no way functional, and they
aren't intended to be. They
wouldn't be as much fun if they
were. They cannot be called crude,
however, for the hand of civilized
man is visible; one might call them
intellectually primitive. Most of the
objects are made of black, rough,
unfinished, clay. The cups are fat,
and curve in from the top to a hole
large enough for a finger, the
texture of the inside being like the
side of a two-wee- k old angel cake.
Jewel-brig- ht ceramic glazes have
been applied in thin, humorous
stripes and break the pieces into
areas of space. The handles of what
he calls Raku vessels are fat, round
circles, their painted glaze designs
reminicent of small art Deco pow-derbox- es.
Perhaps the best word to
describe these is whimsy, for in-
deed they end up question marks,
smiling at you, almost daring you
to come up with a function for
them.
James Gwynne
Lowry Center
It doesn't matter what is depicted
in a painting or any other form of
art; what matters, rather, is how
the elements in the art culminate to
create the impression that --the
viewer (and the artist, if he can
remove himself to a state of criti-
cal detachment) responds to. This
is the very soul of the art, and
ultimately decides whether the
piece is fine and true, or whether it
is not.
James Gwynne states that, like
most people, he observes the land-
scape "from behind the wheel of a
car." He says that he desires to
paint what is beautiful around him,
but feels obligated to be truthful
about his surroundings; evidently
this is what inspired him to create
his colorful graphic descriptions of
trash along roadsides. In every
painting without exception, Gwynne
has created a conflict between the
natural world and the careless or
reckless invasion of it by beer cans,
tires, graffiti, or other disgarded
I
Tba Woostar VolceT. Jantxen
Carl Borgeson: "Teapot (BlackOrange)," pottery.
non-biodegrada- ble objects.
In most of the paintings the
trashed object is the focus of the
painting, and the landscape around
it is reduced to the effectiveness of
backdrop. "Lake With A Six
Pack" is an adequate example of
this. This approach, however.
seems to have turned out to be a
too-eas- y formula for creating paint-
ings. The effect of the paintings as
a whole is but a generic empathy
for the landscape; their level is
only superficially deep, and I could
not feel, the first time I saw mem,
that Gwynne --disapproved of the
trash, or was trying to defend the
Natural World. These paintings
strike me as without any real
feeling or life, and in one example,
tastelessly morbid (this exception.
"Beside the Road", is of nothing
but what seems to be a dead dog in
the grass alongside a gravel road).
Gwynne's "Pond Witn snopping
Cart and Tire" is perhaps the one
painting that shows the most sensi
Strider: Vibrant
BY EDITH McGANDY
Currently showing in Frick Gal
lery is Marjorie Strider's exhibition
of her "artwork, covering a period
from 1970-8- 0.
Strider's work fits into no partic
ular category of modern art Her
art is not "pop," though she uses
bright colors and sometimes repre
sents recognizable household objects. As John Perreault says in
her catalogue "she prefers not to
be pidgeon-holed- " regarding her
place in the world of art
Strider spoke Tuesday at Frick
iGallery on her exhibit Most inter
esting about the artist is her tend-
ency to derive her art from every-
day life. She is a vibrant person
fascinated by everyday things
around her. Most of her work has
no conscious "meaning" at its in-
ception, but she enjoys. discovering
meanings in retrospect
She has created several, series
I
s
tivity to this ecological situation,
and looking at it, I could feel
Gwynne's genuine regret for hav-
ing to include the car and tire in
the interpretation of what is other-
wise a beautiful crystalline pond in
winter. Unlike the other paintings,
these invading elements do not
stand out; one doesn't feel offended
by their intrusion until one exam-
ines the picture in greater detail.
Gwynne's other paintings do not
say anything beyond "Look at this.
This is conspicuous." Perhaps this
is because he was too ambitious in
striving to create ten paintings to
say as much as one good one. In his
over-desi- re to point out our faults,
be has eliminated the subtleness
that in the end shows us how wrong
we are in littering. Ultimately,
Gwynne's Nature does not over-
power but is overcome by the
colorful trash, making the finished
product depressingly neutralized,
defeating what is his original pur-
pose.
works in her 10 year period covered
by the exhibit Most notably her
use of urethane foam which she
colored brightly. She used this me
dium at first to bring her work out
from the canvas. Although such
works are not in the exhibit she
also did sculpture with foam out-
doors, often on buildings.
Her series on individual states in
the United States is still in progress
of being created, and several ex
amples such as "Hawaii," ana
Oklahoma" are in the exhibit An
earlier series followed her trip to
Greece, during which she was.fas-cinate- d
by cracked ancient jars,
and explored the idea of having
foam pour from the cracks. "Cen-
taurs in Contact with the Lapiths"
is one example of these works, a
representation of a real vase, with
Strider's characteristic foam super-
imposed.
The exhibit will be in Frick
Gallery through April 17.
Success Orchestrated
Cleveland's Performance
The College of Wooster Is certainly fortunate In being able to
bring a first rate musical organization such at the Cleveland
Orchestra on campus. In my opinion, the Cleveland Orchestra Is the
finest musical organisation in the world. It would certainly be on
anyone's list of the ten greatest orchestras. Bringing such a group
here provides Wooster students the opportunity to hear music the
way It really Is supposed to be played. This is especially valuable for
those students who live in an area without a major symphony and
who may never again get the opportunity to hear a great orchestra.
Sung Kwak, the assistant conductor of the Cleveland Orchestra,
led two works by Mozart and two works by Debussy. The Overture to
"The Magic Flute," K. 620, and the Violin Concerto Number Four in
D Major, K.218, by Mot art made up the first half of the program.
The soloist for the violin concerto was Eugene Altschuler who is in
his first year as associate concertmaster of the orchestra. He
replaced Richard Roberts who was the soloist In the Mendelssohn
violin concerto here last year. When Szell was the conductor of the
Cleveland Orchestra he would use a much larger number of strings
than what Is usually considered proper in Mozart. Mr. Kwak has a
different philosophy in this respect. The two Mozart works were
played with a small orchestra.
The two Debussy works on the second half of the program were
"Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun" and "The Sea.? I was startled
by the orchestra's interpretations of the Debussy works being used to
recordings by Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra.
The Cleveland Orchestra has a totally different sound. It plays
with great clarity. Instead of the wan of sound that one usually gets
with "The Sea." Tuesday's performance was full of details that are
rarely heard in this work.
All of the student tickets for this concert were sold. It is good to
see that when the school offers such a high quality event the students
are willing to take advantage of it.
John Mtehttf
The Big Apple:
Johansen's Stage Of Fame
BY ROBERT PALMER
Tka Maw Yarfc Tim
"Coming up next, rock star
David Johansen." purred the an
nouncer on the nationally televised
talk show. Mr. Johansen. who was
sitting in a waiting room with a few
friends and watching the show on a
monitor, creased his brow into an
uncharacteristic frown. "Rock
star? What is this 'rock star bit?"
he wondered aloud.
Another rock singer might have
kept those thoughts to himself, or
at least confined them to the off-came-ra
waiting room, but not Mr.
Johansen. "I'm not a rock star, I'm
a rock and roll singer," he told the
interviewer when he took his turn
in front of the cameras a few
minutes later.
After a decade as New York
City's favorite rock and roll son,
first as lead singer and ringleader
of the New York Dolls and subse-
quently as a solo artist, Mr. Johan-
sen is finally making a name for
himself nationally. His latest al-
bum, "Live It Up" (Blue Sky),
which captures a live performance
from earlier this year, is already
his most successful record. The
album includes a medley of songs
originally recorded by Eric Burdon
and the Animals that is getting
more radio play than any of Mr.
Johansen's previous efforts and ,
helping him draw crowds around
the country, similar to the size of
the audience he commands in New
York.
"In 1972, when the Dolls got
together, there just wasn't any
place to play," he recalled. "We
would go into bars where there
were three winos and not much else
and convince the owners that we
could bring in a P.A. system and
turn the place into a rock and roll
club. So we created places to play,
and we were also the first people to
say. 'Let's play at midnight, in-
stead of at 8 or 9, and see what
happens.'"
The Dolls dressed flamboyantly,
in eastoff .clothes belonging to
members of both sexes. Their "gut
ter transvesnte" look was inspired
by the period's glitter-roc- k move-
ment (led by David Bowie), but the
music was baste garage-ban- d rock
and ran. "In those days." said Mr.
Johansen, ."when you said 'punk
rock,' you meant 1960's garage
bands, like the Seeds or the Shad-
ows of Knight. Several of the guys
In the Dolls were crazy about those
bands.
The Dolls acquired a reputation
for being "outrageous," not just for
the way they looked but for the way
they acted onstage. "We were into
a very confrontational scene," said
Mr. Johansen, "but in those days,
you had to get out there and say,
'come on, jerks, get up and dance!'
You had to lambaste them into
getting up and dancing and enjoy-
ing themselves, otherwise they
would just sit there like whipped
dogs. That's changed; people are a
whole lot looser. Things aren't as
confrontational; they're more par-
ticipatory. My job now is to take
people into a room and. help themjust blow the roof off of it, help
them forget class differences and
the bad stuff that happened at
school or at their job, make them
feel good about themselves. I consi-
der myself an entertainer."
It probably doesn't occur to
many of Mr. Johansen's fans that
he puts a great deal of work into
his show. He is a professional, and
once one begins looking for signs of
his dedication to his craft, they're
evident everywhere in his choice
of songs, his perspective on bis own
work, his long-ter- m career plans.
"I have a whole lifetime career
here." he said. "Somebody like
Muddy Water, who is in his 60's
and stffl plays great slide guitar
and sings great every day. is an
inspiration to me. When I get old, I
hope there's something like a Pres-
ervation Hall for old rock and roll
musicians. If there is, 111 be sitting
there in a chair, singing."
The New York Times, Sunday,
August 22. 1833, edited by Frank
Casner, S.A.B. Concerts.
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The Wooster Chorus, under the direction of J.
Scott Ferguson, performed In IfcGaw Chapel
last Sunday. Photo by Franz If. Jantzen.
Activities
Accent
Ken Weber, nationally known
hypnotist and mentattst will be
performing at the College of Woo-
ster on April 12. Certified In Clinical
Hypnotherapy by UCLA School of
Medicine and holding a Master of
Science Degree, Ken Weber's show
is not only demonstrative and In-
structional but also highly enter-
taining. Newsweek magazines said
he Is one of the "most recommend-
ed" performers for college audi-
ences, and he has won Playboy
taub's "Entertainer of the Year"
award. His show is a highly enter-
taining (and very funny) demon-
stration of the Incredible powers of,
the mind.
Hypnosis allows the subject to
remove self-impose- d barriers to
success. It Is a psychological
process which can be used to lm
prove memory and concentration.
lose weight, stop smoking, improve
athletic performance and reduce
stress (among other things). Ken
Weber win be holding a free semi
nar Jn Mateer at 3 p.m. in addition
to his 9 p.m. performance at Me--
Gaw. The seminar Is instructional.
the performance at McGaw demon
strative and entertaining.
The main stage performance at
McGaw will be at 9 p.m. for
nominal fee of 50 cents for students
and $1 for an others. Ken Weber, a
true expert in his field, win answer
questions after his show. His main
purpose, however, is entertain-
ment. Using members of the audi-
ence he has never met, he guaran-
tees "you win see things you will
never see on television." This is not
magic or trickery 9 p.m., April
12, McGaw. Don't miss it!
POETRY CONTEST
A 81,000 grand prize will be
offered in the largest poetry com
petition ever sponsored by the
World of Poetry newsletter. There
are an additional 189 prizes worth
over 825,000! .
'We want to encourage new
poets, even those who have never
entered a poetry contest before,"
says Contest Director Joseph Mel
lon. "We expect our efforts to
product exciting new discoveries!"
For a free list of rules and prizes
write. World of Poetry. 2431 Stock
ton Blvd.. Dept. P. Sacramento,
California 95817.
'Gods of Metal1
To Be Viewed
BY KAREN SAPIO
The film, "Gods of Metal" wffl
be presented by Richard Seimer
and Westminster Peacemakers on
April 13 In the film preview room
at Andrews Library at 4 p.m.
This 27-min- ute film, which has
been nominated for an academy
award, deals with Christian re-
sponses to the nuclear arms race.
It also discusses the effect of this
massive buildup on the poor in
America and the Third World.
Peace activist Seimer was an
employee of Rockwell International
for many years. He gaveup his job
there to work fun time In the peace
movement.
Westminster Peacemakers In-
vites everyone to this time of Infor-
mation and discussion.
HELP WANTED
Security Guard with own
transportation 2-- 3 nights per
week from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m.
Call American Securities at
683-550- 6 to arrange an ap-
pointment. A clean police
record is a prerequisite.
Flair Travel
Consultants
346 E. Bowman St.
Wooster
For Your Convenience
Just Off TH Colla
tm
CALL
264-650- 5
- ejlfr OMo Twl
AWMrt TA IMI
FlSt
Miller Given
Math Prize
Michael Mffler. a senior mathe-
matics major, was awarded a prize
at the end of the Winter Quarter by
the Dept. of Mathematical Sciences
for obtaining the highest score on
the Senior Comprehensive Exami-
nation in Mathematics.
The prize was a copy of the book
GodeL Escher, Bach: An Eternal
Golden Braid by Douglas R. Hof-stadt- er.
This book was the 183) .
Pulitzer Prize winner for general
non-ficti- on and relates the mathe-
matics of Godel to the drawings of
Escher and the music of Bach.
I vPrexy Copelsnd '
Richard Bromnnd
James Eodzes
Laura Keyes
.
vs.
PYRRHIC VICTORY
Tod Edel
Pete PaddoUck
EdEsber
Chris Lose
Wad,AfiS,
mm
TIME
IS THE OFFICIAL
ALTHENTtCATOROFALL
COLLEGE BOWL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
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Debate Returns From Nationals
The College of Wooster debate
team of Mark Belasie and Jim
Sites recently returned from the
National Debate Tournament held
in Colorado Springs from March 29-Ap- ril
2, 1983.
The team accumulated many vic-
tories before qualifying for the
National Tournament. They
reached the quarterfinal round of
the Valencia College tournament
and Octafinals at the University of
Vermont tournament held over
Christmas break. Belasie was
named fourth speaker at the Valen-
cia tournament. The team then
placed second at the Marietta Invi-
tational Debate Tournament Belas-
ie was named second speaker and
Sites was named third speaker.
Belasie and Sites defeated teams
from James Madison University to
reach the finals.
Belasie and Sites won the Butler
Invitational Debate Tournament
held in Indianpolis in Feburary.
Belasie was named top speaker and
Sites was named seventh speaker.
The team defeated teams from
Wayne State University, Indiana
University. Eastern Illinois Univer-
sity. Central Michigan University,
the University of Kentucky, Miami
University of Ohio, and Northwest
ern University to qualify for the
final round. They accumulated a 7-- 1
preliminary win-lo- ss record. Be-
lasie and Sites defeated the Univer-
sity of Kentucky in quarterfinals,
Wayne State University in semifi-
nals and Eastern Illinois University
in the final round.
Sites and Belasie followed their
victory at Butler University by
winning the District V qualifying
tourney to the National Debate
Tournament. They once again ac-
cumulated a 7-- 1 winloss record
and collected a total of 21 out of 24
possible ballots. They beat teams
from Indiana University, Wayne
State University. Central Michigan
University, Illinois State Universi-
ty. Miami University of Ohio, But-
ler University and Notre Dame
University, to win the tournament.
District V consists of teams from
Ohio, Illinois, Michigan and Indi-
ana.
The debaters ended their year by
attending the National debate Tour-
nament in Colorado Springs. Al-
though they did not qualify for the
elimination rounds they defeated
teams from the University of Wyo-
ming, The University of Augustana
(South Dakota) and Southern Utah
University.
Renting is the right idea whether you're having a friendly get
together or an all-o- ut bash. Stop in and find out how easy it is to
rent whatever you need1
Partes to i
Teblescheirs Pig routers
Beverage fountains Popcorn makers
Cenepy tents Clssi cookers
GcrtJsn lights Tiki torches
,9
Audiovisuals
Dance floors
Decorations
The works!
Wa aslo carry Wooctar1! only comply Inventory off Paper Art products.
PMtM, aapfclns. cwos. taala covora mnd coasters In seasonal ana than
complete Una off solM colors Including hord-io-fin- d
eastels seen as lavender, pink, rose, apricot, light blue, light gree
vanilla. There are matching candles tool Invitations, balloons.
party favors, decorations and much mora are available. Pros out this
nd receive ! off on all Paper Art products purchased
d April M. IMS.
Como and soo us at our now location at
333 Lincoln way East, Wooster
or phono 'wW arm opon from
CENTRAL 7S..m.toSiep.n,
5RentPllJ Monday thru Saturday
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Colleges Begin To Fire Tenured Profs
(CPS) The teacher shortage
that has cropped up in isolated
areas of the country will become a
nationwide shortage by 1985, a
teacher education group says.
A report by the American Asso-
ciation of Colleges for Teachers
Education (AACTE) predicts
schools will be able to fill only M
percent of their vacancies by 1M5,
and only SO percent by the end of
this decade.
The exodus of women into other
fields, the increase in the birth rate
and the lure of higher-payin- g pro-
fessions are primarily responsible
for the impending shortage, ex-
plains Norene Daly of the AACTE.
"Many females in the past would
have seen teaching as the only
profession," Daly says. Now "the
business world is recruiting fe-
males."
Both males and females have
foresaken education degrees, more-
over, because of the "low salaries
FREfiCH COriTTIfiM
cUrSris
and lack of incentives" in teaching.
As a result, "there will be fewer
entering the teaching profession
because of the lack of rewards."
she adds.
They'll be staying away precisely
at the time the "echo boom" chil-
dren offspring of the post-Wor- ld
War n baby boom . will be
entering college at the end of the
decade, Daly points out
Various states, especially in the
Sun Belt, have reported trouble
finding teachers in certain disci-
plines.
Florida has teacher shortages in
foreign languages, elementary edu-
cation and special ed. Georgia has
5,000 unfilled teaching jobs this
year.
Kansas, Colorado and Iowa edu-
cation officials have, also issued
warnings about current and im-
pending teacher shortages. Wiscon-
sin has a severe shortage of math
An Adventure
In Delightful Dining.
COMPLETE BANQUET
FACILITIES UP TO 64 PEOPLE
WEDDINGS UP TO 125 PEOPLE
TUES - SAT 11-- 2 DINNER 5-- 8
SUN 11:30-- 8 CLOSED MONDAYS
FOR RESeRVATrOMS CALL
264-234- 1
C WAYNE AV WOOSTER
TEne ottEaeir
dkrSsnh fooca
D1ll!amrl.w
.14 r
... . tfcK 11
f I
Esbor Dovorago Company
2217 Doilvar Road, SAY.
Canton, Ohio 44706
(216) 456-436- 1
and science teachers.
President Reagan has proposed
special programs to train more
math and science teachers, but
Congress has not debated the pro-
posal yet
Daly hopes it's not too late. "If
there are not some incentives to
attract young people to the teach-
ing profession, there will be a
serious shortage of teachers."
Campus
Council
Notes
Campus Council met Wednesday.
April 6. 1983 in their first meeting of thequarter. The following is a summary of
what was discussed.
1-
- The first item on the agenda was a
proposal presented by the Publications
Committee to use monies held in their
accounts to pay salaries to members of
The Voice and Index staffs. Discussion
was centered around questions concern-
ing specific amounts in their accounts as
well aa amounts to be paid in salaries.
Council asked Publications Committee
chairman Glenn R. Bucher to draft and
submit to council a formal proposal that
win be reviewed at the next Council
meeting.
2. Chip Aikens, ISO Index editor,
submitted a proposal requesting coun-
cil's permlssloa to utilise monies gener-
ated .by ad revenues to pay staff sala-
ries. Additionally, bis proposal included
a request to be permitted to conduct a
fund raiser to supplement ad revenues
for 'salary purposes. Council decided
that this issue was very closely related
to the Publications Committee's propos-
al and decided to hold actios until the
next meeting when that issue will be
decided.
3. Council discussed a list of recom-
mendations presented by clubsection
representatives concerning changes they
would like to see in Initiation Week
guidelines. Since Council no longer has
Jurisdiction over Initiation Week activitie-
s,-the recommendations were for-
warded to the Initiation Week Commit-
tee.
The next Campus Council meeting will
be Thursday, April 14, 1983 at 4 p.m. in
Lowry Boom 120. It is open to the entire
campus.
MODEL 695
J.B. Typewriter
Set lee at Sales
Specialist in
Fecit
IBM
Remingtons
Ssaith Corona
Rentals Available
2522 Oavaland Road
Ptient: 345-740- 5
EkflDCS
- itt
By BOB ULRICH
The 1983 College of Wooster Golf
Team, coached by Robert Nye, has
a very promising season ahead of
them. After a southern spring trip
that was troubled by bad weather,
the Scots returned last weekend to
compete with a. very tough field at
the Marietta Invitational.
The team headed south in hopes
to find better weather than they left
behind is Ohio; however, upon
arrival in Florida they encountered
several days of heavy rains. The
poor weather limited the amount of
practice and play for the Scot
linksters. bat by the end of the trip
they began to put some good
rounds together. "The scores were
not a very good indication of how
they actually played. By the end of
the trip they would play strong
through most of the round only to
falter on a couple of the finishing
holes," stated Coach Nye.
The southern trip was highlighted
by the fine play of Tal Selby,
senior, who had rounds in the 70's
everytime out His fine play car-
ried over upon their return to
Wooster and the Marietta Invita-
tional.
The Marietta Invitational last
weekend' was a good indicator of
what might lie ahead for the Scots.
Overall the team finished fourth
with a team total of 785 behind
' A'
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THE WOOSTER VOICE Nye Sees Upcoming Wooster Teams
Sports Season As Promising m Meets
Scot Tennis Shows
A Strong Beginning
BY WALT BAY
On Wednesday, the Fighting
Scots tennis team completed a big
week of tennis which included im-
pressive victories over Kenyon and
Mount Union, and a hard fought 5- -i
loss to Ohio Wesleyan University.
' Against Wesleyan. the Scots were
led by outstanding performances
from John Morlidge and Bob Sav-
itt. .
Morlidge. a Junior, and the Scots
second singles player, had what
coach Schilling called "his best
match of the year." as he defeated
Bob DuBois 3-- 4, 6-- 4, 7-- 6. DuBois had
defeated Morlidge three times pre-
viously.
In the first singles match, Savitt,
who is ranked 24th in the nation,
handily defeated 13th ranked John
De Long 6--4. ((-- 0. With the victory.
Savitt tipped his conference record
to 3-- 0.
In the biggest match of the day.
Savitt and Morlidge joined forces to
defeat De Long and Andy Huddle,
who are ranked eighth in the nation
in doubles. The duo looked unstopp-
able as they dismantled the Wes-
leyan combination 6--2, 6-- 3. .
Schilling commenting on the
match said, "It was the best dou-
bles match I have. ever' seen at
Wooster."
Wooster's fourth victory came
from the third doubles team of
Doug Hart and Tom Hetrick. They
defeated the Wesleyan team by
scores of 14. 6--4, 6--2.
Despite the loss. Schilling said he
was pleased with the team's per-
formance as they "fought ninth
ranked Wesleyan to a standstill."
In the other two matches this
week, Wooster defeated Kenyon 7-- 2
and Mount Union 5-- 4. In the Kenyon
match, the netters were again led
by Savitt who won singles 6--1, 6--2
and teamed with Morlidge in dou-
bles to win 6--0, 6--3. Other victors
for the Scots were Morlidge in
singles, 6--3, 0-- 6, 6--3, Doug Hart 6--2,
6--1. Sherwood Newell 6--2, 5-- 7. 6--3.
the team of Gary Peterson and
Steve Yankello 6--3. 6--2, and the
team of Hart and Hetrick 6--1. 6--1.
Against Mount Union, the Scot
winners were Savitt, Morlidge,
Hart, Newell and the doubles team
of Hart and Hetrick. -
On the season, the Scots stand at
4--7 overall and 2--1 in the confer-
ence. They host Heidelberg tomor-
row, and Baldwin-Wallac- e on
Wednesday before traveling to the
GLCA Tournament next Friday and .
Saturday- ,-
.
,--
.
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Appearing In the Carriage Gardens!
NORTH COAST
Tiiriiy A--lt; WJwdy. Tfcurs4y S-- M;
PrWy. Smturdmy --1
TUESDAY NITE - HAWAIIAN NIT!
Spactal prlcM on drinks
WEDNESDAY STADIUM DOG NITE
tecoffvo cofwpltMivtfjf'y hot 4oqs
THURSDAY IS MEXICAN NITE
I
TlPlMn wV9aln TlMPFl
PH.. St. 4t3t
CITY NEWS
On the Square, south ot the traffic"signal
,n
"
' The store that has' everything.
Trthnrrns. imnnrted and domesUCi'
Magazines Newspapers; Novelty Items; .Gifts;, Qaaes; Etc. ,
Capital, 764; Ohio Weslyan, 722;
Wittenburg. 776. All three of these
team s that finished ahead of the
Scots are ranked in the top 12 of
Division III. This stiff competition
was all Selby needed in route to
winning the individual crown with
rounds of 66 and 78. "Tal's 66 was
one of the best competitive per-
formances by a Scot golfer since
coaching here," reflected Coach
Nye " and his 78 was not that bad
considering the heavy winds and
rain."
Finsihing behind Selby in scoring
of the Fighting Scots were sopho-
mores Scott Nye 77-8-1; Brendan
Walsh 7848; Frank Yackley 85-8- 4;
Tom Reading 76-8-0 and Junior BUI
Lee 80-8- 5.
The relatively young Scot links-
ters will be facing another test this
weekend as they host the Beckler
Parlor Invitational April 8--9. The
field will include Capital; winner of
the Marietta Invitational, Denison,
Cal State (PJL), Allegheny. Gan- - v
non. University of Rochester and
several Division n schools: Indiana
St (PA), Clarion, and Slippery
Rock. The tournament will be held
the first day at L.C. Boles Memori-
al course and the second at the
Wooster Country Club. Students are
invited to come out to watch and
support the Scots in Action.
Lax Team Opens Season
BYSPENCE AND DAVE
The Fighting Scots lacrosse team
traveled five hours to Michigan
State U to face the Spartans. These
reporters were not present at the
game but learned that the much
improved Spartans gave Wooster
' all they could handle and more,
defeating the Fighting Scots 12--6.
This was the opener of the 1983
season for the Scots and was a hard
loss to take.
Midfielders Jack Whiteford and
.
Steph Stern shared the high score
honors with 2 goals apiece. Attack-ma- n
Steve Williams and midfielder
Steve Ramos each contributed one
goal but this was not enough to stop
the productive MSU offensive at-
tack. At halftime the score was
close at 6--5 but by the end of the
third quarter the Spartans were in
control. : -
The weather, defenseman Tom
"Runkster" Forster reported, was
miserable. Driving rains and high
winds combined with the cold tem-- --
peratures and astroturf on the MSU
MACCTOOXOa
CHEESE KPRSOM SAUSAGE
- MUSMOOMANCH0VES
PSrlSSeOMONS
ALSO - UMAXS) PIZZA TO GO
mm
RESTAURANT
- A
COOCTA& LOUNGE
IAY1 S MM TO I AM
T A iATUHMT 5 Ml TO 1 A
SUNDAY CAtrr-OU- T ONLY
5 PM TO IT AM
OOSBTUB.
field to create very poor game
conditions.
' This Just in ... Our Fighting Scots
of Wooster have just defeated the
highly ranked Denison team 10-- 6.
This reporter was at the contest
and watched a fired up Wooster
squad never let Denison into the
game. Leading the scoring attack
for Wooster were midfielders Heb-bl- e
with 3 goals, Toher and Wil-
liams with 2 goals and the dominat--'
ing Peter Green with 2 goals as
welL Attackman Jimmy Applegate
completed the scoring with 1 goaL
More details of this big win for
Wooster will follow next week.
,;
"THE PIZZA WITH TKS ESS
2C2-713- C
2C3-019- 0
BY ERIC LAPP
The Great Lakes College Assocla- - ;
lion's annual track meet was held --
last Saturday at Kenyon College. It
was a cold and windy day at
Kenyon a difficult day, indeed,' ;
to ran track. According to an anon-- --
ymoos track participant, "It was
not the best day to run, but better --
than last year's GLCA meet." .
Even though the climatic condi-
tions were uncanny, runners alike
found comfort in realising they
were competing in their first meet
of the season.
Wooster's men's and women's
track teams fared well against fine .
teams from -- Ohio Wesleyan. Dent-so-n,
and Kenyon. In the final stand- - ;
lngs, the Wooster men's team,
placedfourth (47 points) while the
women's team beautifully secured :
second place (M points). Ohio Wes-
leyan strongly claimed first place
in the final standings for both men,
(177 points) and women (157
points). While in the men's stand-- --
ings Denison came in second place
(163 points) and Kenyon third (62
'points), Kenyon women came in a
distant third (75 points) and Deni-
son fourth (57 points).
When asked about the .men's
performance on Saturday, 'Coach
Jim Bean dldnt seem overjoyed, '
but was pleased with the men's ,
overall performance. "Considerizj
the number of team members and
the number of injured, we did
pretty well," Bean said. "Doing" --
pretty well for the men was Andy
Baird the Lawgiver; who, runnlzj
like a wild man, clenched third:
place in the 400 meter dash (5LC1).
(Watch out, Barends of Kenyan,
Baird the Lawgiver is coming after '
you in the next 400 meter dash!)
Powerhouse Bin Jackson grace-
fully placed second (4:04:14) in the .
1500 meter run. Chris Thomas and
Jeff Jones cruised through the 1C0
'
meter hurdles. While Jones defeat- -
ed a Denison runner for fourth
place (16.67), Thomas fearlessly
led the duo with a third place-standin- g(16.08).
Coach Craig Penny of the Fight-
ing Scots women's team was "quite
surprised on how well we per .
formed this early la season. Not
only did the team as a whole obtain ...
a second place standing overall in
the meet, but there were several
fine individual performances as
welL
Charlene and Darlene Kemp had
Qualifying times for the Nationals.
Both women performed and
placed extremely well in these
events. For example, Darlene
Kemp placed second (4m87cm) la
the long Jump and first (14.83) in '
the 100 meter hurdles. While Dar-
lene took first (5m20cm) in the long
Jump and second (1448) in the 100
meter hurdles.
Other strong performances in-
cluded Amy Smith's quick too me--'
ter run (2:2&28) that put her in
second place; Barbara Davis at-
tacked the 400 meter dash (60-38- ) to
secure a second place standing, y
TKS
SHOP .
to The College Hills Shopping Center
--;.?.'
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Smith Confident About
Scot Volleyball Club
BT DAN SCHULTE
The College of Wooster Men's
Volleyball Club picked up their
season this quarter by first partici-
pating in an open United States
Volleyball Association (USVBA)
Tournament at Ball State Universi-
ty on March 27. The Wooster Spi-ke- rs
played some of their best
volleyball of the two week lay-of-f
that resulted from spring break.
The Scots placed third in the tour-
nament's A Division (which con-
sisted of eight teams) led by some
crisp hitting by Tod Edel and Larry
Bishop, and some solid blocking
from Brian Boyd and Roy Johnson.
At the Ball State- - tournament.
Coach Pam Smith implemented a
new defensive alignment that was
quite successful and a key factor
for the Scots performance.
Last weekend the Scots traveled
up North to Ann Arbor to play the
University of Michigan Wolverines
and the Purdue Boilermakers. In
the first match against Michigan
the Scots came out playing explo-
sive volleyball, easily defeating
Michigan 15-- 7. Unfortunately the
intensity level in the Scot's play
dropped thus allowing Michigan to
obtain a 13-- 3 lead in the second
match which they finally won 15-- 9.
The following two games Michigan
managed to jump out with large
early leads. Each time the Scots
fought back to no avail, losing 15-1-1
and 15-1- 3. Sharp hitting down the
line by Michigan and slow transi-
tion and lack of aggression at the
net by the Scots resulted in their
downfall.
needs.
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Against an overpowering Purdue
team the Scots lost three straight
games 15-- 5, 15-- 1. and 15-1-1. Last
time the Scots played Purdue in
February they only managed to
score a total of seven points in
three games. This time the Scots
played a together game and posed
more problems than even Purdue
expect as the Scots battled with
them in the third game.
The Spikers will be ending their
Midwestern Intercollegiate Volley-
ball Association schedule this week-
end at home against Earlham Col-
lege and a well experienced double
"A" USVBA team from Columbus.
The Scots hope to avenge the loss
they suffered at Earlham earlier in
the season this Saturday at 2 p.m.
in the main gym. This will be the
last home match for Seniors Larry
Bishop, Tod Edel, Tod Burns, Dan
Schulte, Pete Padolik, and Roy
Johnson. After their last home
match the Seniors will be busy
organizing volleyball activities on
campus, recruiting players for next
year (from the campus), raising
funds, and forming a volleyball
schedule that will consist of oppo-
nents from the new athletic league
that Wooster's sports programs will
be involved with next year. Five of
the seven schools in the league(including Wooster) have had
men's volleyball programs for
three or more years. Coach Pam
Smith is optimistic that Wooster's
program will eventually achieve
varsity status with its growing
popularity in the high schools and
colleges.
Beverages
Your Late Night Party Store
Opened Past Midnight
Hours: Mon.-Thur- s. 10:30-12:3- 0
Fri. & Sat. 9:30-12:3- 0
Large selection of imported
and domestic beer.
Champagnes.
Spurn antes.
Chips and all your party
rr
Africa Week Begins Sunday
Continued from Page 1
ca.
According to Kabogo, "our origi-
nal intention was to invite someone
from the State Department pref-
erably the Assistant Secretary of
State of African Affairs (Chester
Crocker) to address the topic of
official U.S. foreign policy toward
Africa, and then have different
interest groups' reaction to that
during the week." However, Crock-
er declined invitation, but repre-
sentatives from churches, lobby
groups, and the "Africans who are
on the receiving end of all these(foreign) policies" will be present
The Rev. Emelio De Carvalho, an
Angolan minister, will speak at
McGaw Chapel on the 10th at 10
a.m. Jean Sindab, director of the
Washington Office on Africa, , a
church funded non-prof- it organiza-
tion that lobbies U.S. Congress for
more progressive foreign policy,
will speak on the 11th at 7 p.m. in
the Lean Lecture Room. Her topic
is "Which Way Namibia?"
On ' Tuesday Professor Ronald
Walters of the political science
department at Howard University
in Washington. D.C. and expert on
South Africa Issues will present a
talk', on "South Africa, Nuclear
Peace?" on the 12th at 7 p.m. in the
Lean Lecture Room.
The Convocation .speaker is Ran-
dall Robinson! who is the executive
director of TfansAfrica, a lobbying
group for African and Caribbean
descendants.
Nano Mahomo, a representative
from the African American Labor
Center in Washington. D.C will
speak at 4 p.m. Wednesday for the
Black Studies Seminar. Mahomo
will also present a film and lecture
later that evening at 7 in the Lean
Lecture Room concerning the labor
movement in South Africa.
5
ft Ave. Q
Thursday at 7. John Makitini. the
African National Congress (ANC)
spokesperson to the United Nations,
will speak and present the film,
"Rising Tide." The ANC. an Afri-
can liberation movement, has been
banned in South Africa, and func-
tions mainly outside the continent .
Friday evening at 9:30, the South
African Izulu Dance Troupe will
perform in " McGaw Chapel.- - The
Troupe, which started in South
Africa and has since moved to New
York, will address issues dealing
with South Africa.
Miller Likens
Science Studies
To Tidal Waves
Continued from Page 1
indicate the existence of rays that
produced the cell growth and repro-
duction in living water.
"In the next 20 years over 300
papers were published on this sub-ject," Miller informed the audi-
ence, but "most people couldn't
find the rays."
The mixed results resulted in the
Mitogenetic rays' timely end.
Here Dr. Miller introduced a key
point of his talk, that "if an experi-
ment can't be reproduced by any-
one, in any country, by people with
the proper skills, we shouldn't build
theories on them."
The Magneto-Opti- c effect was the
next of science's deadends. Dr.
Allison of Auburn discovered that a
machine he constructed to measure
time differentials produced light
through a screen of two polaroid
sheets, which isn't supposed to
happen. Dr. Allison also found he
could determine isotopes and ele
ments with his machine. However.
no one else could reproduce it. It
was thought "an element of sus--
eeptability and hypnosis must be
present" to account for the find-
ings, hinging on the communication
between the observer and experi-
menter, necessary to operate the
device.
The final fallacy presented was
that of Polywater, a new compound
of the ordinary H20. Dr. Deryagin
of the Russian Academy of Science
in 1967 discovered he could produce
small quantities of a water that
- waa more dense, with more viscosi-
ty and different boiling and freez-
ing points. Before it was deter-
mined that the compound was
produced by picking up oils, miner-
als, or other substances during the
experiment, plans for its use were
made by the Pentagon.
Dr. Miller also announced some
modern candidates for scientific
fallacies, such as UFOs, gravity
waves and dowsing.
The two main lessons learned
from this trip through the odd halls
of science is first that experiments
must be repeatable, and re-experiment- ation
is science's self-correcti- ng
mechanism, and that scientists
are humans with hopes, wishes,
pride and fallacies.
Besides the humor and the falls,
science progresses because
chances are taken, and people
reach out.
Champion's Galster
To Speak Today
The FORUM of Economics and
Business Presents: George M.
Galster. Vice President. Chamnfnn
Soark Plus Comnanv who will Aim.
cuss: "HOW DO WE COPE WITH
JAPANESE COMPETITION?"
Mr. Galster has been associated
with Chamoion for 34 vein anddirects their sales efforts In over
loo countries. The first of bis many
trios to Janan waa aa a member nt
the 1969 Michigan Trade Defeca
tion. His company presently sup
plies prooucu to autsuDuni, uonaa
and Subaru as well as to several
small engine manufacturers in Japan.
Ur. Calater wiTl sneak hi T.an
Lecture Room, Friday, April , 4:15
p.m.
T.1ATSOS
FAMILY RESTAURANT
GREEK FOOD AND PIZZA
,154 West Liberty Street
.
(Adjacent corner from Freedlanders) r-Hours- :
Monday-Thursda- y 11 a.m.-l- l p.m.
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m.-AUdnlg- ht
Sunday Nocn-1-1 p.m.
Extra large pizza receive $1.59 off .
Reg. large pizza receive $1.CD off
Medium size pizza receive 75$ off
Small pizza receive 50t off '
